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PADUCAH, KY. FRIDAY MORNING, NOVEMBER 2 1906 VOL. 23, NUMBER 164
WRIER AND BOND Mail% 1GENTLEMAN
LASI NIGHI ii-Rosr HAD BEEN ILL
THERE WAS NOT A CORPORAL'S GUARD AT THE CITY HALL
TO HEAR THE ADDRESSES BY THOSE ATTEMPTING TO
STIMULATE INTEREST IN THE ADVOCATION OF THE
PARK BOND ISSUE AND WATER CONTRACT RATIFICATION
—EVEN SOME OF THOSE THERE STATED THEY WOULD
BALLOT AGAINST THE PROPOSITIONS
•
•44
"MUNICIPAL OWNERSHIP" LEAGUE WILL
HAVE THE CROWD TOMORROW NIGHT
4
It did not take it cold night to
`dreese out the "ma:mooch gathering"
fletd last evening by advocatss of thc
• center contract and park bond issue
.111il the City Hall, as the crowd was so
•mall it could not -ncircle the que3-
completely, and keep off the
Ilion* that came from every aide. It
had been herald in both afternoon
gapers uudsx flaming headlines for
several days that a "monster meet-
ing" would be held last night at the
ball, to hear speeches delivered by
MR. JESSIE JANES WELL
ENOUGH TO DEPART FOR
HOPAF LAST NIGHT
WORD EXPECTED IN 'I
THE LIGHTFOOT CASE
TWO CRIPPLED JEWELRY
VENDERS ORDERED OUT
OF CITY.
"Shorty" Overstreet Arrested on the
Charge of Shooting Birds During
Prohibited Season.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter yester-
day received a letter from Ben F.
Piles of Ferguson, Ky., who stated
that some days ago the latter had sent
money here to a young man named
Jessie Janes to come home on. Mr.
Files says nothing more was heard
of Janes, and desired the police lieu-
tenant to see what had become ot
him. The officer ciscovered that Mr
remarks were brought to a close. Janes was taken ill while at The Pal-
prominent men iavoring the bond Very little enthusiasm seemed to mer, and then moved to the New
issue, and ratificAtion of the new con- exist. and' grhen a rising vote wat Richmond hotel where he continued
tract the city made with the water taken on the questions. even some of sick He has now gotten well
company to furnish water to the pub- those there stated they would ballot Atones to go home. and left last
fire hydrants. Notwithstanding against the propositions at the elec. night
ibis widespread publicly. and also the tion next Tuesday. The promoters
anus set of resolutions given out as! announce they will try to have a
.pdopsed by "the following" Commie-1=44in( for this tvenirs at the court-
cial club directors, there wee not 73 house, and even those citizens en pos-
people present, and this included sew- ing the bond and water quest'oris hope
eral datkies who dropped is looking
SOr a warm place to sit, a 'beech of
email boys over is another come- and
the ten members of the Starks-Ullman
Saddlery company', band, a musical
eellenieetinn consisting *okay of no- sbowed they realised the 1.,nesome-
Oyes et this saddlery compenY nese ef their positions, which they
1 ihsfulthe to sign up contracts with or- sttempted to laugh off ammo, then-
labor to employ union men. selves, but could not ILitiTand had iseen procured to furn 1 TOMINTOW night at th- courthonte
kb music ie "attempt to draw a the edecestes of nieni,Tfoei own- •.
crowd. but failed is its mission. A elisp" whe are against the water col-
,' large part of the crowd consistea of Ira and bond issue, will have that
Republican aldermen and councilmen. meeting, at which time the sure-1 set aside by the supreme court
who had been holding a session on the enough leading nsen of the city will
second floor of the hall to discuss present the TRUTHS of the situation. Cripples Ordered to Leave
payment of the new sewerage. and
finishing that, mins sloven and strayed
into the police courtroom where tit*
corpeentlen gather rig wee being held
Many of them left. Prominent
among the crowd were corporation
stockhoklers and a timber of others
4
and point out the Wilde% of those
trying to get people to vote for the
questions Hundreds w'll be rut to-
morrow night. especially the working
rrer. who realize their saleetien rests
in protection of their i.ock•tbroaks
from the corporation, end grafter.
SEWERAGE PAYMENTS ACCORDING
TO THE SUPERFICIAL FOOT
LEGISLATIVE ATUHORMES LAST NIGHT DECIDED THIS
WAS THE MANNER IN WHICH THE PROPERTY OWNERS
WOULD PAY FOR THE IMPROVEMENT INSIDE SANITARY
AND STORM SEWERAGE DISTRICT NO. 2—THE ESTIMATES
AGAINST PROPERTY OWNERS FOR PAVEMENTS ON KEN-
TUCKY AVENUE, AND SIXTH. SEVENTH AND NINTH FROM
THE AVENUE TO BROADWAY.
The joint meeting of the counci
and aldermen last evening settled as
to the manner the property owners
for the new sanitary and
storm cweragc that- is being put is
the territory bounded by Norton
Trimble. Ninth street and Fountain
'14 avenue It was deeided that (hr ex-
pense should be horde- arordino to the
"superficial" or square surface foot.
by the property owners.
A Heretofore when sewerage was laid
w' the abutting property was taxed ac-
cording to the "front foot," each man
paying so much for each foot of his
proprty that was fronted by the sew-
er Maine The last state legislature
passed a bill making the sewerage
payable by the superficial foot, which
means that the abutting property
owner will pay so much for each
square foot of hilt property.
The councl and aldermen. after
414 settling this point by-ordering that
-the assessment be made according to
the superficial foot. the boards direct-
ed City Engineer Washington to im-
mediately start to work figuring up
the . total number of square feet in-
tide the sewdtage clisttict.
By' computing the number ' of
square feet into the total cost of
the sewerage, which is the figure for
which Contractor -Bridges agrered to
do the work, the calculations will
show how much it prorates to the
will pay
who devote much of their time to
working for the corporations. These,
the band, boys, darkies and office-
holders, sifted out, left only about
twenty disinterested parties to be "ed-
ucated" on the issues.
Speeches were made by Lawyer
Hal Corbett, Earl Palmer, a alderman.
and W. T Miller, another alderman
Gradually as the time went on, the
auditors tqok their departure, until
only a very few were left by time the
the promoters will have better see-
ding tonight in order not to h•ve mien
a repetition of "frosts.' On leaving
the city hall last night, the afrocatci
of the issues by their fori've glances
I square foot. This latter- figure cal-
.slated into the 'number of square
feet every property owner controls.
will show how much each man will
hive to pay. The engineer is to get
up his statement by the iiext. meeting
• I o the boards, show how many
square feet are in'siriggthe district.
Payment Estimates.
Yesterday Engineer Washisgton
finished making out tbe bills sh5wing
how much each property owner owes
Contractor Bridges for the concrete
pavement laid on Kentucky avenue
from First tp Ninth: and on Sixth,
Seventh and Niath from Kentucky to
Broadway. The estimates were sign-
ed by President Wilhelm of the board
of works and then turned over to the
contractor for collection from the
property holder.
The engineer now has it's office
force at work figuring up the bills
against the property owners for the
Similar sidewalks laid on Jefferson
from Second to Ninth, and on Sixth,
,I Seventh and Ninth from Jefferson ,to
'Broadway.
In another set of estimates he will
make out there will be included the
total combined cost of the bitulithic
and brick work and also undhrground
, storm sewer work done On the :me-
i nue Jefferson and cross streets. The
bitulithic -brick and sewers are all
paid for in one bill while the pave-
tfients alone are paid for separarly.
COLLECTIONS OF
SI23,575.02
SHERIFF OGILVIE YESTERDAY
• REPORTED THIS MUCH
I21.:C=V.772.
BANK QUALIFIED FOR
THE B. H. WISDOM ESTATE
REHKOPF CLAIMS
BLIND PU f IN
CREDITORS PUT IN ABOUT
Stso.000 WORTH OF BILLS
. , •
ALL ACCOUNTS EXAMINES
BEFORE TROSIEE ChM
FINANCIAL INSTITUTION EXI1, AMERICAN43ERMAN NATIONCUTES BOND FOR PER- AL BANK CLAIMS $43,00s
FORMANCE OF DUTIES. DEBT IS NOT SECURED.
Judge Lightfoot Waiting For Bud El-
rod to Recover Before Taking Up
Estate Controveny.
Sheriff John Ogilvie yesterday made
his monthis report to the coun:y
court, veifch showed he had collectel
thus far this year $i23,575.o2 county
and state taxes. More taxes are due
the county oat rommonwealth, but
this document shows those paying
up until yesterday when Cet six per
cern penalty went on The sheriff
reports his monthly collections to
the county court in orde• that the
latter can always see how much
money is 'on deposit in the treasury
to credit of the county government.
and in this manner prevent ClIFer
dr* Ir;ng the account
• Bank Qualification.
i'rsterday the Lexington Bank and
'Trust company of Lexington, Ky,
qhmtified as executor of the will and
estate of the late B. H Wisdom, de
ceased sniitioesire of this city The
bark selected as-executor upon Rev.
W E. Cave and George C. Wallace
remittable this hoot last week The
Ilatplebd institution executed a coy-
Weed to guarantee the heirs
Wied'proper adopietietratiott of
lowilseis
aurae of Two Eseates.
RieSard J flatter yestetileth quali-
fied as administrator of the ettate of
the late Sallie Maxon, and her son-
in-law. the late Eitsvaed W*re. $43.000 of which was by the Arneal-
can-German National bank, whi
Property 
te
contends that it has that 1.1110111Dt Of
indebtednem due it from the kebkog,Property at Fourth and Jackson has
firm. but Alai is not secured. Theirbeen sold by W. G Thompson to
. are many thousands more to be filed.Sallie Thompson On St and otner and when all are in the trustee wScon sideratione The Indenture was be chosen. AU the firms holdohe lg so-lodged for record yesterday with t
counts had them presented throw*
clerk,
their attorneys, there being the per-Property on the North slide of Jonesi I representetive of only one out-between Eighth and Ninth streets was
side firm here. Mr. Steifel of th
e-
e
eold by Elizabeth Tandy to the M Steifel-Lockwood company of Cincin-Cracken County Real Estate in- nati. which bolds a claim against the
vestment company for bee I bankrupt cosioany.
irsaama
Awaiting flkk Man.
Judge Lightfoot of county court
yesterday said he was awaiting G W.
(Bud) Elrod. who is in bed sick, be-
fore taking tip the question as to who
shall administrate upon the estate 
this was thoroughly secured against
of his wife, Mrs Margeret Hum- 
. 
loss, but now the bank files S.,.3.000.
phrevs Moot who died last Sunday
anti asserts it is not Reeved in any
manner. The $43,00n debf, if declared
of the "unsecured" kind by the referee,
will he more than all the other tin-
tot of his mother's estate. he 
secured hills. :old entitle the bank by
does not want to go into the hands 
itself to name the trustee, as the latter
of the stepfather The body of 
!
Mrs.' of the majority of claims.
is chosen only by receiving the vote
Fiend has been exhinned. the stom-
ach taken out. and renaaine interred:
aeain in the Maesac neighborhood o' EARLY moRNINr
.
as follows. trespass. ; breach of tian church was entertained most de-
the county She was found 
,,neon. paratveie
orderly conduct and drunk and dis- of North Sixth street yesterday at-
pronounced the cause  She
.
,orderly. 37: drunkenness. 13; petit ternoon. The progeam teemed with 
died in a few hour*. but the children
Word Expected Any Time.
Lieutenant Thomas Potter is ex-
pecting word at any time from Mem-
phis informing him what was the
verdict of the jury trying Will Light-
Riot, colored, at that city, on the
charge of killing Roy Sloane, white,
aboard an Illinois Central railroad
freight car near Woodstock. Tent.,
several years ago Lieutenant Porter
only returned a day or two ago from
Memphis, where 'he testified in the
case at instance of the authorities, and
the railroad detectives are to wire him
as moon as the jury brings in a ver-
dict Lightfoot has twice been sen-
tenced to hang. but each verdict was
Officer Harley yesterday at the
Union depot arrested two crippled
men, who were selling cheap jewelry
Tl.e patrolman inspected them to
be fugitives wanted elsewhere, and
took the two to headquarters where
they explained from whence they
came They were then released with
the understanding they were to im-
mediately get out of the city.
Overstreet Arrested.
George "Shorty" Overstreet was
arrested yesterday on a w want
charging him with shooting birds.
He gay( bond for his appearance in
Justice Emery's court, the case being
vet for trial next Thursday. It is
against the law to shoot birds, ex-
cept between November 15th and
January 1st, and Overstreet is charged
with slaying them recehtly.
Drunkenness Charged.
Sam Nance was arrested yesterday
on the charge of being drunk
Monthly Arrests.
Captain Frank Harlan yesterday ;
finished his report. showing the num-
ber of arrests made during October
by the police department. It was 119,
PREACHING UNTIL
PASTOR SECURED
REV. J. C. SHILTON OF MAY-
PIIILLD MIAS TENTH
S BEE r PULPI
BIBil SCHOOL MEHIN6
STARTED AT' FULTON
REV. J. V. FREEMAN OF HUNT-
INGTON, TENN., TO HELP
IN REVIVAL.
Rev. W. S. Long Will Bring Chris-
• thin Chapel Revival to Close
Sunday Evening
Arrangements have been made
whereby Rev. J. C. Shelton of the
Mayfield Christian church, will
preach every second and third Sun-
day here at the Tenth street Chris-
tian church until the congregation
gets a pastor to fill the pulpit. made
Thank by resignation of Rev. &
W Bass some months ago Dr
Shelia is an oloquent divine who
often 'preached to large audiences in
this city.
Bible School Conference.
At Fulton yesterday the Bible
School conference was convened by
representatives from this end of the
state for the Christian churches. The
gathering comes to a close tonight.
Profess re George McBroom and Mr.
J K. Sondurant of this c;ty are on
the program for addresses, but nei-
ther were able to attend on account
of business detaining them here.
Trimble Street Medsodist
Rev 0 L Martin yesterday left
for his house in Thpersburg, Tenn.,
after r ining here for ten days as-
sisting We,. Mir EL inarnsond with
the reviling enesaing•asee-la .prognas
at thi Trimble street Methodist
church. Rev. J. V. Freeman of Hunt-
ingdon. Tenn., arrived last night to
help Dr. Armstrong. The meeting'
are being largely attended, and deep
interest taken
Ladino Kite Illeclaty.
The Ladies Mite Society of -the
First &soot church will meet this
afternoon, at 3 o'Cloir with Mrs. Rev.
Thompson at Se.; hfaeieon street
Meeting Closes.
Rev W S. Long oell Sunday even-
ing bring to a close the protracted
meeting he has been conducting at
the Christian chapel on West Ten-
nessee street Much good has been
accomplished, as the sermons are
streng, fervent and effective. Last
night he talked on "Moses or Christ.
Which?, or The New Cloth Upon
Old Garments.' Many conversions
have been effected ey the gatherings.
Hallowe'en Entertainment. ,
The scholars of Mrs. Frank Par-
ham's Sunday school class of the
First Christian church will give a
Hallowe'en entrtainment in the lec-
ture room of the First Christian
church this evening. Everybody is
invited, the admission 'is only fifteen
cents, and • fine time guaranteed all.
Woman's Auxiliary.
The Christian Women's Board of
Missions Auxiliary of the First Chris
peace, ra; house breaking, a: lightfully. by Mrs. Harry W Iliarnson 
scions last Sunday morning. and
larceny, 2; breach of ordinance. so; many entertaining features that were
concealed weapons, t: suspect, t; rob-
bery: r; grand larceny. 2; concealing
stolen property. it; furnishing liquor
to minors. Ti: obtaining property by
false pretenses, malicious cutting and
malicious shootingr each: malicious
assault. 3: immorality. 2; obtaining
money by false pretenses. 4: suffering
minors to play billiards and pool. 2'
hugely enjoyed, and were followed
with service of a dainty course lunch-
eon consisting of many dainties pre-
pared by the populir hostess.
FOOTBALL TODAY.
The. School Teem Plays the R. L. C.,
CI* This Afternoon.
NEW BUSINESS. The high school football team this
afternoon it the baseball park, plays
th R L C Mr. Linn Dale Purchased Interest in
Dickerson stable.
Mr. Linn Dale has bought a half
interest in the livery stable and wagon
yard of Clarence Dickerson of NO
Jefferson street. The. Ann will be
known at Dale and Dickerson, the
new, partner being the oldest son of
Colonel Bud Dale of the New Rich-
mon hotel, and a progressive, reliable
and steady romp' business man.
john, Owen. Stanley, Hughes, Beyer,
'Martin, Cope, Henneberger, Monte,
Lack and Singleton.
--There are many turkeys 6n tne --Yesterday the price of
market now, at low prices. ‘anced one cent 
a. 
bushel,
,ronneed the dealers. 
u
coal ad-
so n-
e . . .,club,t e boys promising
a fine exhibition of the sport.
The line-up for the High school
team will be: Bagby, Luftenberg,
Scott, Burton, Cave, Elliott Cheek,
Haley, St John, Janes, Fisher, Hart
Bud Elrod'. stepson. G. T. Hum-
phreys, 'bait in011ed to the court to
he appointed himself, the administra-
fear something else caused the death.
and got Coroner Frank Reiter to take
the stomach for analysis Dr. H. A
SITIftfl of 'the city le making tlir At two o'clock this morning the
analysis The Rerinphrey children. large .two-story staple and servant's
rt in number. and their stepfather quarters in the rear oi W. J. Hill's
Bud 'Elrod. do 'not, get along well so- residence. 320 North Ninth, was dia-
getiief.' " tcevered in flames. The fire compan-
ies responded promptly, but the fire
had gained too much headway. and
SALARY LIEN. the building was completely consum-
Referee Saglio Adjourned Over WWI
Today in Order All Accounts
Cot Bo Lodged.
^
Yesterday was . the time set by
Referee Bagby of the bankrupt court
for the meeting of creditors hoicliag
"unsecured" claims against the L
Rehhopf Saddlery cornparo M VW"
of the creditors filed their claims,
while, as there are numerous other
ones, the referee adjourned the ses-
sion over until this morning at 9
o'clock in order to give a chance is
estrybody to file their bills against
the concern, which is being forced
into bankruptcy by the creditors.
I When all the claims are filed, the
1 creditors then go over each oelseveaccount against the company, andfinding one the), Oinks is "secured"
i the others take exceptions to it andask the referee to refuse to let the"secured" party participate in the
election of a trustee to take charge
of the firm's property, and have con-
trol of it until the bankrupt concera's
beams' is wound up.
I Only those creditors whose claims
MS set "seemed" can. have any sly as
to who shall be the trustee, because
' those whose bills are secured need
I,avc ?to say as o, the trustee, as their
accouneoure secured and they do riot
have to trust to the outcome oi the
business being wound op to me* these
mosey
About 
. Lo
-:: worth of bails,
claimed to be "unsecured" were filet&
The other creditors are putting up
a fight against the American-German
National hank claim Heretofore that
Institution has given out statements
that Rehkopf owed it only $23.003, mad
Earl Walters Filed Document Yes-
terday in County Court.
Earl Walters yesterday in the coun-
ty court filed a lien against the E
R eh k op f Saddlery company for
532o or. claimed due him for salary.
He is a son-in-law of President Reh-
. 3
BLAZE ON NINTH
ed.
The rear of the residence caught
lfire, but was quickly extinguished
A small shed of Jas. Sleeth's and
outhouses of Lewis Levy's across the
alley, were also burned, together with
much fencing.
The origin of the fire unknown;
Joss about S0000. The building be-
and Randle. kopf of the concern which is now be- •longed to Oscar Gregory.
For the R. L. C's the line-up will ing wound tip in the bankrupt court. I
be: Hayes, Wickliffe, Coburn, Ratter-
—Manager G. H. Mower, of the
local office for the Southern Express
company. has resigned, to take the
express messengers run between
Hickman and Nashville He ie
ceeded here by Mr. Earl Norton,
chief clerk heretofore.
—Captain Dave Bullard. i Con fed-
1 crate veteran 67 years old, was yestes-
; day given transportation to Unioe
'City,-Tenn., by gayor Yeiser. the oidi gentleman being stranded, and work-ing his way back home front someyear's residence it,' the West„v,iteco
he lost his all. 
•
gbh
• 
•
-
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. CAPT.! CRIMES
KAYS HINES
SHOOTING CAUSED BY ALLEG-
ED INSULTING REMARKS
ABOUT WSFE.
Cberch, Another Man in Wagon With
Hines, Was Wounded by Stray
Buller.
Troy, Mo., Nov. 1.—Captain A. C.
Grimes Confederate veteran, proprie-
tor of the Grimes clubhouse at
Grimes Stat on, and well known in
Se. Louis, this morning shot and
killed Joseph Hines, a farmer of the
neighborhood and wounded Jasper
Church, who was with Hines in a
wagon.
The shooting is said to have been
ceased by insulting remarks made to
Captain Grimes' young wife on last
Sunday.
Immediately after the trouble Capt.
Grimace telephoned to the sherirs of-
nce in Troy, stating that he was ready
to surrender. He was informed that
Siteriff James Gentry was in Asburg,
Mo , and could not go to Grimes to-
day. Captain Grimes then offered to
gc to Troy to surrender, but was told
that it would not be necessary. He
was instructed to remain at his home
today and tonight and he would be
arrested tomorrow. To this Captain
Grimes eOnaested.
W. A. Dudley. prosecuting attorney
of Lincoln county, departed from
Troy tonight for Grimes Station..
Two men were seen driving on
ground belonging to Grimes, who
called to them and asked if they knew
dud they were on private property.
One of the men repled that they
were aware of the fact, but explained
that they were going only a short
distance and they would save tims by
leaving the main road. Grimes then
Cave bill consent for them to con-
tinue on his kind.
After the wagon cortaining the two
men, Joseph Hates and Jasper Church
had passed, one of the members of the
family told Captain Grimes that one
of the men in the wagon was Joe
Hines and that it was he who had
talked in an insulting manner to his
wife the Sunday before, while Mrs.
Grimes was with a party in the woods
Snnting netts
hoop FOR ELECTRIC SHOCK
Albert Baries Claimed His Arm Is
Permanently Injured and•Asibed
for grossoo.
Lowsvilk, Nov. 1.—Albert Baries
was given a verdict of $3ocio against
the Louisville Electfe Light com-
pany this morning in Judge Gordon's
court. 'I he plaintiff was a pa-nter
who was at wark on a ioese where he
came in contact with livs wires, wsich
it Not ciain:ed were readerei danger-
ot; bv bad insulation His !sit arm
was so badly burned that he claims
permanent injuries Re asked S10,-
006
LEAVE SAPOLEON'S PRISON
British Garrison Is Withdrawn From
the Island of St. Helena.
Jamestown. Island, of St Helena,
Nov. t.--For the first time since it
became a British possession St.
Helena is today without a garrison.
All the troops have been withdrawn
25 a measure of economys,the guns
and ammunition have been removed
sae the island is 'left entirely defense
less. The outlook for the islanders
is dank as they practically lived off
-the garrison and will now have no
atsrket for their products.
MAN'S LEG TIMMS
IIP COB'PER -COWS.
•••••••im•••
Surprising Result of Coperation by a
Surgeon Following An
Exploakin.
Spencer. Wass., Nov. 1.--Dr. Josepi
Houle operated upon Eugene •Menard
of Paid street, yesterday and re-
moved from the young man's thigh
two coins which had been imbedded
in the flesh since February. }goo.
This is the second operation Dr.
Houle has performed on Menard. The
two pieces of triunes- were a one cent
of i$4114 and one of ISM. Dr. Houle
will perform Another operation, be-
cause there is snore m •ney in the
young man's leg, and also x Made Of
a knife.
Menard while skating in tow found
some dynamite sticks and hit one
with a stone, his leftieg being terri-
bly mangled by the resulting explo-
sion. The contens of his pocket, in-
cluding the coins, were blown into the
leg. •
tk btu-east has been established at
Budapest for supplying school boys
with ready-written essays and prose
and, verse compositions and transla-
tions in. any language at: 8 cents h
page. The Budapest education au-
thorities have applied to the govern-
ment to saippress it .
After a man has passed the adorn.
form age he b.in to atm toys;y-t1
Pic ,:mple life
WORKING DAY INSTITUTION'S SUBSCRIPTION
AND NIGHT NEW QUARUS AGENTS BOGUS
LARGE FORCES CONSTANTLY
LABORING ON THE NEW
CURVES.
The Traction People Yesterday Be-
gan Tearing Up Broadway Be-
tween Fourth and Fifth.
CHIEF JAMES COLI.INS GOT A
LIST OF THE FRAUDULENT
GETTING BUILDING IN SHAPE ONES.
FOR MECHANICS' AND
FARMERS' BANK.
Commercial Club Vacated Quarters
on South Fourth That Will Be
Used as Lanham's Saloon.
For the past few nights the street Some time next week the mechan-
car company has been working men ics will have the building at 210
all night long at Third and Kentucky Broadway ready for occupancy by the
avenue, and Fourth and Broadway, in Mechanics' and Farmers' Savings
order to get the new curves dowr as bank, which bought the structure
Iquickly as possible. Only a certain from E. Rehkopf, who used it as annumber of men can work at each office for the E. Rehkopf Saddlery
curve, therefore the force cannot be company, of which he is president.
doubled in the daytime, as there is until several weeks ago, when he sold
not room for all. The management it to the bank people.
has put the continual force on, half! The Mechanics' and Farmers' bank
working in the daytime and the oth• has been doing business is the Amer-
ers throughout tl-e entire nigh:. Just ican-German bank building since the
double time is inale in this manner. former institution started several
Yesterday morning :he laborers be years ago, but its business has in-
gen tearing up the brick hi-ore the creased so rapidly it is found neces-
paved street on Broadway lastween sary to have a building by itself, and
Fourth and Fifth streets As the the .14hkopf place was bought. In
brick are taken up they art littileo
away, while a force of men are com-
ing along behind tearirg up thc con-
crete foundation that lies uril.oneath
the brick. The men are tearing op
only on the north side of th: streets,
where tint :ails fa- that BLit if the
double track will "oe laid They will
finish this before tearing up the other
the new home is a fine vault that was
used by the Rehkopf firm, and which
will be continued in use by the bank,
which is now installing a handsome
equipment of fixtures and ftwaiture.
When everything is done the move
will be made
Commercial Club Moved.
Yesterday the Commercial club
side, and in this way leave half the moved from its old quarters at its
thoroughfare ,,pen for the public South Fourth street to the third floor
Firnahing the double track railslof the building occupied by the street
on the North side of the high- , car company as headquarters. on
way, the cars will run over it. white Broadway, near Fourth street. There
the present single track is taken up the dub will transact its business
from center of the street. and the temporarily, until there is ready the
double track rail laid over on the small place to be arranged for it
south side. it may be that the corn- where now stands the frame resi-
pany will have to close up that block dence between The Kentucky es-
for a day or two, but they cannot trance and the Palmer hotel, on North LONG-LIVED
do so without permission of the bard Fifth street. Mr. John Lanham, for-!
of public works. merly bartender for William Gray's Four Whose Ages Aggregste .so at
When the duble tracks are down, saloon of South Fourth, will imme- a Centenarian's Pa: ty. I
new brick will be laid by the corn- diately begin arranging the club's old I
parry. from curb to curb, in that block, quarters at 115 South Fourth, for the Jenkinstown, Pa., No i —Four
It will take about two weeks to corn- new saloon Mr. Lanham intends open- members of one family %%hose ages
plete this work. i g. He has gotten his licenses toin aggregate 350 years gatht-ed at a re-
do business, and has been waiting for union here, when Isaac Mather, the
the building He will be opened for 
oldest of two brothers sad two sin -
SILK celebrated his one hundredth
the dub to vacate so he could fix up
NIGHTGOWN TOO MUCH
business within the next few weeks. birthday There were slim present
I two sons and one daughter of the cen
• tenarian whose aggregate ages totaled
l ash years. It is not belies -d that any-where else in the Unite, States willhe found a family that t i present a
lilt, showing.
! 1 ::e four persons who, ages total-
ed 35o years were: U ac Mather.
too years old; Mrs. ReSecca Mich'
• ler, his sister. 87 }Sari old; Miss
..kim Mather. iris sister. -so years old.
mad Charles gather. a brother. Ast
sears old.
I The children yids -- ag a totaled acto
years are Mi-. Martha Mather,
,Inaglitae.-7:; ye-,-..; old; Israel Mather.
t s
son. ya years old; Isaac Mather, son.
il seas: old.
I Isa3e Mather. the centenarian, lives
, on the old homestead, built on the
, •••ig.n.11 tract .i land Fruited to his
' ncestors 1,v William l'enn at Chet-
on Hills. In this region he is best
. Snown a. the "Grand Old Man of
They Make People Believe They
Tate Subscriptions For Periodi-
cals and Get Money.
Chief of Police Collins has received
a letter from Secretary S. A. Everitt
of The Period:cal Publishers' Assoc-
iation of America, giving a list of
names of about thirty people who are
going over the country soliciting sub-
script ons for certain period cats pub-
lished In the East. The letter says
ithat a reward of $25 will be paid for
I the arrest and conviction of any of
the bogus circulating people.
The letter said the suspected par-
ties would solicit a subscription from
a person, claim ng to be the bona
fide agent for the periodical. The
'agents gives great inducements for
the peop`e to take his paper, with re-
sult much mony is gotten in this
way the co n being advance pay-
ments made on the paper. It after-
wards develops these parties have no
at-thority to take subscriptions for the
periodicals, and as !mimic the individ-
ual subscribing loses what ever money
was advanced.
The publishers have much trouble
with these bogus agents, and they
have organized an association for
their protection and give the mention
ed reward for conviction of the guil-
ty.
Norte of these bogus men are
known to have come around here re-
cently, but for fear they yrill try to
skin Paducah people, the New York
prblishers haat: sent the list of names
and also the names of the periodicals
for which the agents will try to get
subscribers
FAMILY IS THIS
Coney Island Policeman's Finery Is
Slashed by Outraged Comrades.
New York. Nov. is—As a red flag
infuriates a bull an did the babyblue
silk nightie worn by Politeman Emil(
Geissler, recently of the tenderloin
station, act upon the nerves of the
policemen of tin Coney Island pre
cinct when that recently algid min-
ion of the law prepared foe li's comb
lie -entered the doemits where
two-score policemen were 1kirsumei-
("ugly snoring. Undressing, he opened
his suit case and took (-Mt a wonder-
h: creation with lace about the neck
and pocket an.: with his monogram
delicately worked in silktn colors on
the breast.
The unusual noise of rustling silk
in the dormitory awakened some of
the two score policemen! The) look-
ed on in astonishment as Geissler
donned his wonderful nightrobe. Some
groaned their disdain. 1 mi cb of her ' r •tiremeni ns"''''.;" I Chelten Hills." He is a Quaker and
"That may go in the tenderloin, but and yisqing Brighton. 
•..ttends services regularly or Sunday.
it don't go here.- said a voice from Mr. Lewiisonn, who is 
'6".1 He attributes his long life to simple Gulfport, M:ss.—General (ii-
ne of the cotss at ever, has hroien out in f.•_ti wa:st- 1„tbit., eetr in mors than half a tion United Daughters of Confeder-
To the grumblers aas wafted the coats of watered heliotrope silk for ce 
N
ntury has he retied later than Dates of tale, Nov. la and 13,
sweet odor of violets as Geissler, an- evening dress. The waistcoats are 
ft . aer
o'clock at nieht. :tnd he is up with tgo6; return limit Nov. 2N, too&
mindful of the rebukes, leaped into worn with frilled shirts, and he cre- the sun in the morning His brother Round trip rate $15.60.
bed. This was too much, and several ates a sensation wherever he appears. chaties at 84 is *Hi active bail- Mexico City, Mex.—American l'ub-
irate policemen demanded that Geiss- tPa4. lie Health association Dates of sale,
let remove the offending nightie from BREWERS ARE AIMING HIGH Nov. zt to A, toed, inclusive; return
their sight. -
ACTRESS EDNA MAY
GIVEN A GOLD BED
Watches
Diamonds
WARRANTED JEWELRY
OF ALL DESCRIPTIONS
IN .STOCIE.
EDISON AND VICTOR PIIONEGRAPHS AND A GENTRAL
SUPPLY OF MUSIC ON HAND.
IF YOU WANT TO BUY, IT WILL PAY YOU TO CALL AND
SEE OUR STOCK.4
LOOK OUT FOR OUR IIOLLI DAY GOOD& ATTRACTIVE
4 
PRICES AND A PRESENT 1: Z, EVEYBODY.
WARREN & WARREN
JEWELERS AND OPTICIANS
417 Broadway.
WHY NOT OWN YOUR HOME
Quit paying rent. Lot us build the house; you pay fat it as pas
pay teat Vacant ta parts of dos city. Wise lots en Nat
proposed aar assmaya au speed es noise digit and an Aim
swam Iran fps ea Sus meth. Buy pow as losesiment pass
while damp. Tds le the bisheet gromad is this city. Property es
anvestsing
MTRACKEN REAL ESTATE & MORTGAGE CO.
INCORPORATED.
L Bard D. liendera, Pres. nod Mgr. Phone 1116,
1111111M11111b. 
Handsome Silverware
TO ADORN YOUR TABLE. NEW PATTve.RNS AND DEEMS
LW SP(X)NS. FORKS. POONS. FISH worms, DISH-
ES, ETC
Wli.uDING GIFTS
OF SILVER ARE ALWAYS SURE TO PLEASE. YOU'LL
MAKE NO MISletKE IF YOU PURCHASE SOME OF ,UR
NEW AND BEAUTIFUL SILVERWARE.
OUR GOODS ARE NEW—UP TO' DA IT gOvfETHING
THAT WILL PLEASE—BEFORE YOU BUY CALL AND GET
PRICES AND COMPAIR GOODS VALUES.
Jc, L. WANNER, jiWigRriaArdii
A Unique Present Made 'tier by Her
Fiance, ()SCAT Lev.issohn.
London, Nov -Una May. whose
retirement from vaudeville thsater
is still the subject oi gossip on the
Rialto. has scored all alatig tily line
In the first place she ha- the syn.-
patIty of almost all the theatrical
world; secondly, he is like's ts., re-
ceive a larger salary than e,. when
she does appear again in onber
in a new musical comedy. 21,0.
Oscar Lewissohn, her riaance, has
presented to her a gold 1.edattad. •
It has struck Miss II" a Imp I- )
a rather Odd dirt of but Mina
is delighted with it. Of ,.-• Irse, it is
not solid grill. but it 'is.- 1-..rweve-.
solidly gilt. Mir! Ma'
ILLINOIS CENTRAL
EXCURSION BULLETIN
.11 limit 60 days from date of sale. Stop-
'Mind your swn business and • Reports Says Jimmy Collins May over, going and returning at points
mind mine," retorted Geissler. J Manage the Milwaukee Club as are authorised on winter tourist
Soon he was searing, bat the pa.'
licemen sat on their beds and held a
coalmen of war. The sergeant was
called from his desk. A scheme was
evolved and quietly the men got back
into bed, not to sleep but to wait.
A few minutes later a call for a po-
liceman came. Geissler was routed
out of bed. He folded the blue gar-
ment carefully and left it on a chair.
'He was gone half an hour and found
everybody sleeping on his return.
Geissler undressed and reached for
his night robe. His hands closed on a
bunch of silk rags. No piece was big-
ger than the patch on a tramp's trons-
Next Season.
Jimmy Collins, the once greatest
ball player in the business, has his
name included in a list of players who
are doped to man-age the Brewers
next season. He has not been signed
as yet, says a Milwaukee dispatch, nor
it is known that he will be, but it
would be no great surprise if the
former Boston American leader
should Joe Cantillon, who has recent- 1
ly signed to manage the Washington
Jimmy Collins is one of the best
knetwn plagers in baseball, and his
THIS PAIR OF BOOTS LASTS.
Owner Has Worn Them for Teresty-
Five Years Already.
If all Indiana farmers possessed a
pair of foots like those of Logan
Ping. who lives near Bellsville, Brown
county, many boot dealers would be
forced out of business and the leather
trust would suffer a severe blow. He
has a pair of boots that won't ,year
out.
A quarter of a century ago the
boots were made by William Wil-
liams, the village shoemaker, who was
known for miles around Bellsville for
the excellent quality of Os work. The
tickets. Round trip rate $52.
Kansas City, Mo.—Trans-Misaiesirs
pi congress. Dates of sale, Nov. r8
to at, igoiS, inclusive; return limit
Nov. 28, 1906. By depositing ticket
and paying fee of $1 an extension may
be had to Dec rfl. Pcio6. Round trip
rate $tan
FIGHTS CITY'S RATE RULE
Electric Light Companies Accuse
Mayor Dunne of Playing Politics.
Chicago, Nov. t.—Mayer Dunne
11140W 11, THE TINS
THIS IS Mg PLACE
PADUCAH CENTRAL
'111C0ROORATED
30e 'Verity. Day and it
Free Catalogue School
PABST BLUE RIBBON
BOTTLE BEER
Sold at
Gray's Ballet,
Palmer House Bar.
L. A. Lam:wars no.
DR. IL E. HEARN;
1..
BROOKHILL BUILDING.
TELEPHONE NO. 444.
crs. He yelled in anger and vowed remarkable good work-with Boston, boots and shoe's which went forth was accused of "playing politics" ; 
vengeance. The policemen snored on. until a year or so ago, made him look from his small shop of hewn logs out when the Edison and Commonwealth I
Geissler says he will have the vandals good.. Towa'rd the close of last sea- lasted many of their wearers. Electric light companies began their 
arrested If be can Mee:Over diem. is ,. son Collins had a falling out with! Logan Ping is now 77 years old fight against the passage of a nes.. Excursion Rates on
. I the Taylors. owners of the Boston and he is still wearing the hoots he rate regulation ordinance under the
Cow Swallows Twine and Flies a Kite Anscrictins. Before the season closed Purchased twenty-five years ago. In city's police powers before the council 
A cow flying a kite was the un-
usual spectacle in New Albany yes-
terday. Lee Hazelwood, son Of Dr. 1
John Hazelwood, had been flying a
he quit the team, and it is believed,
that there is a chance' to get him for
Milwaultoe.
slkite and had laid it on the grass near owing on the Preacher.
htwhere t cow was grazing. The The inioister—There is nothing can
bovine, in browsing about, swallowed equal the ,hulliness of that razor you
the ball of twine, which was lying are using.
about thirty feet front the kite. As The harbor—Well,I guess you
the cow leisurely moved off the kite wouls see 'yon'r mistake if you should
moved, and the cow, eyeing it curi- try to shave yourself with one of
ously, • followed suit. The bovinc yopr sermons.- -Philadelphia Record.
quickened its gait and broke int ) a .
lope, and the kite rose gracefully in- California rejoie es in a law making
to the air and remained suspended its the circulation of fraudulent reporte
the thoroughly . frightened aiiimal regarding the value•„of the stock of a
raced about the enclosure, The now corporation formed •in the Mate fel-
was catight before any darnaze ony punishable by two\;earg.
done to the froce.—Lotosrille Pn0(, oilmen! or Soon ne, ,Aoth•
•.
that time he has walked hundreds of
miles over the wilds of Brown county,
but the boots have defied time and
usage. A few small patches have been
necessary, M. Ping says, but he
considters tittle boots practically na
good as new today.
To the method used to tan the
leather the wearer attributes the last-
ing qualities of the boots. This meth-
od Shoemaker Williams kept to him-
self,,and those who wore his boots
and- shoes declare that dais secret prb-
eess was far itetter than any in use
Loagestity is a characteristic of the
Ping family. His mother lived to he
Po rears old and her' /el'r tUrd at the
age of tt5,
• . •
committee on gas, oil and elettrie
light yesterday afternoon. The city's!
demand to examine the books of the
corporations was declared an unneces-
sary one by William G. Beale, coun-
sel for the companies, but he repeated
the Slifer of the companies to persi
mit a committee consisting of Vic-
tor F. Lawson, D. R. Forgan and
ion J. Arnold to look over the con,'
potation accounts for the city. Mayor!
Dunne and same ()flit? aldermen op-
posed this plan uraan-the ground that
the city has a right to investigate the
_hooks and need not' do so through '
a committee gelected by the com-
p • ,
Subscribe for
•
The Rivet
Round trip to bWANSVILLE AND
RETURN, continous panne Soo:
Utdimited ticket $sno meals sad
berth included.
ROUND TRIP TO CAIRO, part,
cf five or over $1.50 each, without
weals; $2.oci with meals.
Good mimic on all the boats: For
Orther particulars see
S A FOWLER, Gen, Pass. Again
;or GIVEN FOWLER, City Pass
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1,!6Sav ft In 40- Money
Us a Filabllt"
It's a Habit That Grows, and the More It Grows
The Easier It Gets
And All the Time That 4 per Cent. Keeps Piling Op
•IYIIIMEIM NO. 0.40.0 441. 400.414.00•11•11. 4.1.• ••••••••••••
•••••  SO Oa 441104.4.4111•••••• 1.41 
Sart Tlday to Save a Little
$1 Will Sart You. .. • •
.4\ 
.•
mechaile's and FairtleIS
Savings sank,
227 BiJoadway
ii
1 .•••• • • • • ••••• "WATCHES"Are you interested in a good time piece? We have a swellin Dueber Hampden watches, one of the most popular- ismarket. We can supply an Elgin,.Waltham or any MOV•alitZt
slosh Let us repair your watch.
PHONE 161 OLD
if your clock is out of oruer; we wid call
every job in our' line. Beautiful wedding
ing silver, cut glass or hand printed china.
some special low prices kir the next to days.
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for it and warrant
presents in steri-
W e are ollesnog
Eye-See Jewelry CI% Optical Co.
l.A.
BROADWAY
itoneteka., is weler and Optician.
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Dr. B. T Hail
Office with Dr. Rivers & Rivers. tiff
North Fifth. Both Phones us.
4 Residence 1041 LI11•. IMI PlIOne
J. R. IBINDRI CY, J. G. KILLER
WM. iltARBLZ.
Hendrick, Mifl
CS Marble
LAWYERS.
Practice la all the courts of tks
'Mt. Dna phone, 31.
Reims g, a and 3 Register Build-
ing vs14 Broadway.
The Publisher's
Claims Sustained
UletTED STATILS COURT OF CLAIM
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Where the
Skin Chaps
We reornmend the use of
Henry's Aseptic Cream as a
never-disappointing healing sad
softening application . for
chapped or cracked akin or lips.
Is a one night cure ise
chapped lips and skin roves-
nom; Heals, softens immodest.
beautifies. Dellghtly perfumed.
Not the least bit sticky or
greasy Rabe right into the
skin.
J. I. OdilSchlaeuer
DRUGGIST
*MTH AND BROADWAY
Racket Store
MANY HALLYWETh PRA1VKS
fLAYLD BY YOuriGIERS
HALLOWE'EN CELEBRANTS HOIST THEE. FARLEY GROCERY
leiftsiON ON 1011 OF A FREi GAIL' CAR 1WErillY k'k.Ei IN
HliaLiHelt—JUDtiE REED 1.0 ria rho %mire, air 1111-E I HAI' OF
COUNLY CLieRK HiltAst Siele,D. Es WAS BURNED UP—
MUCH DEVILMENr COMMITTED OVER THE CITY.
In years past serious Hallowe'en
jokes have been pleyed, mean pranks
committed, but about the limit
reached yesterday morning at day-
light, when passersby noticed that
sometime during the night bofer cele-
brants had taken the delivery wagtail
of the. E. Farley grocery in Mechan-
icsburg, and actually hoisted it to
the top of n railroad freight car 'wen-
t, etc fCct high. The veeid- loomed
up against the skies ant' could be
seen for blocks.
The freight car stood upon the
Illinois Central track that comes
down into Mechanicsburg. It was
right beside the coal entice of the
crafty politician from across the creek
and the Hallowe'en prankists
had taken the delivery wagon and
lowed it to top of the car, from
which it was gotten by the owner
only after much trouble. In addition
to putting the wagon "high up in the
world" the crowd released all the
nodes from the coal stable. too
k
wheels off other wagons and did con-
siderable in that line.
Monroe DIctrine
IA Not Obsolete
PROF. BURGESS, IN HIS TALK
TO GERMANS, "SLOPS
OVER
- — 
--
Unfortunately 't cannot be denied
the among a cettan class of Ame
ri-
cans abroad there is a tendency to
"slop over' when international rela-
tions are in question, says the Chica-
go Chronicle.
Such Americans have a habit of
assur ng their hosts that the United
States are the very obedient, humble
servants of any Eu opean power
ss Inch cares to cultivate their ac -
quaintance. This sort of thing is ir-
ritating to Americans at home, for
'whom the genuflecting Americans
abroad have no right whatever to
speak save -n the way of conventional
courtesy.
Thus Prof. John W. Burgess went
fel- beyond his commission when he
told Emperne %A/014m and his other
auditors at the University of Berlin
that the Monroe doctrine Is obsolete
or at least obsolescent. He had no
authority to say anything of the kind
His statement, as a matter of fact.
was untrue. The Monroe doctrine
is neither dead nor moribund.
I But no matter what is the potentiality of the Monroe doctrine, it was
acne of Prof. Burgess' business to
expound that doctrine or any other
American policy to au and ence of
Germans. He was not sent to Bet-
hr to do that, but to deliver certain
lectures upon American history be-
fore the Univeriety of Berlin. His
mission is not diplomatic but peda-
gog-c.
Intrustd with a pleasant personal
message from President Roosevelt,
it was his function to deliver that
message with proper observations re
specting the friendship existing be-
tween the United States and the
Getman empire.
There his oratory ought to have
ended It was no part of his duty
to disparage a fundamental American
policy. The school teacher is well
euough in his place. but his place is
not among diplomats unless he Is reg-
ularly commissioned as a diplomat
YOU KNOW HOW SCARCE 
As to the Monroe doctrine, it may
PLAID SILKS ARE.. 
be reiterated that that doctrine is not
WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A 
obsolete. Theodore Roosevelt, the
FINE LINE OF THESE POPU- 
man who sent Prof. Burgess to Ber-
LAR GOODS IN A GREAT 
lin, diacs not think it obsolete. Rich-
RANGE OF COLORS. 
ard Olney did not think so; neither
WE HAVE DARK PLAIDS IN 
did Grover Cleveland.
ALL SORTS OF PRETTY COM- 
Recent events in Cuba show very
BINATIONS. 
clearly that the government of the
WE HAVE GREY PLAIDS n; 
United States of America asserts it-
A GOOD RANGE OF STYLES. 
self as the paramount influence in
WE HAVE LIGHT PLAIDS 
the affairs of this hemisphere.
THAT ARE PERFECT BEAU- 
If Prof. Burgess' German hearers
I..Ihave obtained a contrary idea from
THE PRICES ARE plc AND Si 
I his ill-advised and unauthorized and
A YARD. 
incorrect statements they will be un-
CAN'T WE SHOW YOU THESE 
deceived when the next occasion for
PLAIDS? 
asserting the Monroe doctrine arises.
1111111111101PIN
MEN WASH UP THE DISHES
Pastor and Members Forced to Clean
Up After Giving a Supper.
••••MI•••
Marion, 0., 31.—Not until two days
after did the men members of fash-
ionable St. Paul's Episcopal church
finish "doing" the dishes for the sup-
per they served to the women. No
woman was allowed to boss, suggest
or assist and the affair was a big
SOCCO1111.
PREACHERS SCORE SINGING
Sioux City, Iowa, Oct. v.—The
Ministerial association of this city has
declared in a resolution that the mod-
ern choir is godless, modern anthems
absurd, the choirs being fu/I of
atheists and the anthems mere
twaddle. The emaciation favors con-
gregational singing.
CLOSING SALOONS
DURING ELECTIONS
Vienna, October 3i.----The Austrian
temperance societies have .united *cid
presented to the Parliamentary Com-
mittee which is formulating the trni-
versal suffrage bill an appeal that
the in the law the American embodyy
practice of closing 31.100Ttle ditering
A woman is ready to give a man polling hours. The mov
ement is likely
advice on any subject—except the art to be pressed to a successful is-
of shaving. Ste. 1- • .4 - • . 1111
The celebrants carried away the
gate en juage W. M. Reed !rum his
home on West Broadway while the
gate 01 Rev. T. J. Newell of the
Broadway Methodist "skidooed" also.
County Clerk Hiram Smedley yes-
terday morning discovered he had
been a victim the night before of Hal-
loween celebrant., who took his gate
from the residence on South Fourtn
near Joees street, carried it a block or
two a..dy, and see fire to t. Enough
remained unburned m to iden-
tify it as his prop rty He is now
having another built.
The hue wooden steps leading into
the Tee school building at Fourth
and Ohio strees were carried away,
and had to be brought back yesterday
morning before the scholars could
get into the building for their studies.
Gates also adorned trees and tele-
phone poles in various parts of the
city.
Much devilment was done, consid-
erable of a serious and unwarranted
nature. but on account of it being
Hallowe'en all the victims are inclined
to ev-rtnnk the pranks.
Kentlickian Has
Money to Burn
CLATMED HAT HIS NAME WAS
CH/ ES SaITFR ANT) HIS
HOME OysTENSBORO.
A Kentuckian who claimed that he
was Cearles Sauer of Owensboro. Ky.,
produced eeti from his sock Monday
morninir and by leavine $ec) with City
Clerk Dunn kept himself. a friend and
two women from going to jail, says
the Fvansville Courier.
Sauer had stowed the money away
1 :n his hose to keep the robbers ofwhom he had read from getting it.When Turnkey Mike Kelley searchedhim at the police station Monday
morning he did not divulge the hiding
place of his bank roll.
Sauer was arrested with a woman
who gave her name as Luck Saner
of Wheatcroit. Ky., and F--ek Jour-
dan of Linton, Ind , and Susan Jour-
dan of Clay, Ky. in the Wellington
hotel. on Main street. at sew o'clock
Monday morning. The officer mak-
ing the arrest decided that the m
en
and women were not married and af-
ter routing them out of the rooms
they were occupying. feet them to the
station.
Judge Winfrey fined each member
of the party ens and coats. The of-
ficers expected to see the four go e,
jail because none of them had money
when they were locked up, or rather
Turnkey Kelley didn't find it. After
the men and women had been sent
down the chute to await transporta-
tion to the frail. Sauer gat down In
the corridor and pulled off his left
shoe Then he dragged a sock from
the foot and a roll of money oimbled
Out.
"Where is the cashier of this here
ranchr the Kentuckian asked after
be had replaced the hose and shoe. 
1
City Clerk Dunn hustled over from i
the city building and took the mon-
ey. The visitors from the other side 1
of the river departed in a hurry .
I
RUFF GANG STARTS
MUD-THROWING
Announces Determination to Block
'Frisco Citizens' Plans to
Unearth Graft
San Francisco, Nov. 1.—A mass-
meeting of city employes and friends,
numbering about ,3.000 in all, was held
last night to effect an organization
to support the city administration.
Speeches were made by A Ruef and
others, denouncing the newspapers "through" was spelled "thru" 
pie present had gathered to talk of
and prominent citizens engaged in un- Chief Justice Feller held a copy ofI 
Czolgosz, the assassin of Preside
covering alleged municipal corruption. the brief in his hand and when the M'ciniel.
The speakers claimed that the attacks word was reached, interrupted Mr. 
"He said they were there to discuss
'upon the city administration were in-, Hoyt with the question as to whether whe
ther Crolgosz's act was justiLl
spired by the City Alliance -the extract was intended to be a quo- said
 the policeman. 'tad be mad they
tatithionqnf.rom Justice Bradley's official had nothing to retract."op
"In all except the spelling," replied
Hoyt.
"Ah?" significantly responded the made, was sent to the workho
use fee
chief Notice with the interrogative six months A detective sergea
nt who
inflection, which caused a general appeared against Berhowitt eflorgod
smile thru the court room. that the prisoner had shoute
d, "Down
The solicitor general explained that with the police." Berkowitz protege-
the department of justice, like all oth-
ed not ia
nnoeeneeand declared that he
er departments of the government, is'
 
anarchist.
had attempted to follow the flew or-
der of spelling and added that while
he considered It proper to pursue the
coarse in the original text of the de-
partment's briefs he did not feel the
department was justified inAmeba
the orthography of Judicial opinion.
He said in the future such changes
would be guarded against. .
M. Nance, Embalt
GUI/ NANCE& SON
UNDERTAKERS AND PhIBALMERa
te Ambulance tor sick and lnure4Jpr
°Mee and reside ace 213 oufJi 3rc[treee
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SPELLS IT THRU DISCUSSED ACT
AND IS CALLED OF CZOLGOIN
Supreme Court Notice Makes
dos to the Simplified
Spelling Cods.
Objec- &lama Goldman and Ten Other Ao-
archista Are Arrested far EA-
pressing Sentiments.
Washington, D. C., Nov. I.—The New York, Nov. 1—Emma Goid-
question of the propriety of using men, five other women and five rues.
Air baths for Rheu-
matism, Gout Nicetine,
Alcohol Poison and
Blood Diseases. Dr.
J. W. Pendley, 311
Broadway.
Girl Chempion Keeps Title.
New York, Nov. I.—Rose L Fritz
of this city, who won the world's
typewriting championship in Chicago
last June, came out ahead in the con-
test at the national business show
In Madison Square garden. She
I modified spelling in accordance wen all of whom are alleged to be a*
the order of the president was inci- archists and who were arrested Lad
dentally raised in the supreme tour' night or alleged violation of the sec
of the United States. The case under tion of the penal code which prohde-
l consideration was that of Dalcour its "unlawful assemblies for the pm'-
against the United States and Solid- pose of overthrowing the govern-
tor General Hoy was engaged in pre- "lent," were arraigned in police court
seating the government's side. In today and held in St000 bail each for
the course of his argumeit he had oe- further examination Policeman
casion to refer to a long quotation Schwartz, who made stenographic re-
in a brief from the decision of the Ports of some of the speeches at the
court rendered some years ago by meeting, said Julius Edelson, who
Justice Bradley in which the word !Poke in Yiddish. "aid that the peo-
wrote 2,467 words from dictation in The court has not adopted the Om-
half an hour, making five errors. Of ptified spelling system
the other thirteen entrants Paul Mon-
ter, who defeated Miss Fritz last fall,
came nearest to her *cord. He wrote It doesn't tend to make a man any
.:.466 words, but made Skty-011e more cheerful to realize that he mast
error& 
„Arm. die to be appreeftted.
Morris Berkowitz, who • a arraiele-
ed on a charge of attempting to zo-
cite a riot at the time the arrests we
KAISER SlarDS WORDS TO
AMERICAN MILLION ATRZ8
Berlin, October 3t.—"Tell your Am
ericari millionaires that they cannot
find a bettee outlet ior their surplus
funds than in the endowment of
chairs in 'the University of Berlia."
said the Keiser to Rev Dr. Dickie.
pastor of the American church in
Berlin on Saturday at the conclusion
of' the inaugural lecture by Prof.
Burgess of Coltnnbial the first occu-
-pant of the Roosevelt chair of AM.
erican history. Al
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egress failing to receive this paper
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plane Cumberland 31&
Pry, November 2, 1906
A Bairfaced Fraud.
One of the most barefaced frauds
ever attempted on the people of Pa-
ducah as that of certain directors or
officers of "The Paducah Commercial
Club," when a. communication was
given out to the newspapers of this
city setting forth that the directors
of the Commercial Club had met and
unanimously adopted certain resolu-
tions in favor of
contract for fire
park bond issue.
the proposed water
hydrants and the
It is an 'official
communication from the Commercial
Club and signed by ies secretary stat-
ing to the public that the twenty
directors of the Commercial Club
held a meeting October 31 and gives
the names of the twenty gentlemen
whom it is stated were il;resent. As
scoot as the afternoon papers came
out yesterday, one of the directors
who was alleged to have been present,
called up The Register and stated that
be was not present at the alleged
meeting, and that he Was not in favor
of the resolutions, but was opposed
to the park bond issue and the fire
hydrant contract. 'The Regiw.then
;
called up five other directors to
have been present. and each/ e of
the five stated that they did not at-
t. nd the meeting and knew' nothing of
ine water contract or bond ' issue.
fwveral of the other director were
called for over the telephone but The
Register could not get in communica-
tion with them. The six directors
named in the twenty as being present,
and who stated to The Register last
n:ght that they were not present at
the meeting are Messrs Harry R.
Hank, B. H. Scott, Wallace Weil
Dan Fitzpatrick, J. C. Gilbert and
George H. Goodman. . As to how
many more of the other fourteen
awned as being present and were not
present, we do not know, but any
one interested on the subject may,
ask them.
'Ilse account of the prwegiongs a,
written off and given to the, press
by secretary Coons is as foiloive; to.;
wit:
''At a meeting of the directors of
the Commercial Club held on Oct.
3 t st. President Jos. L. Friedman
called the meeting to order arid those
present were as follows: Geo. C. Wal-
lace, Sol Breyfuss, H. C. Rhodes.
Harry Meyer, Harry Hank, B. H.
Scott. A. J. Dreher, Ben Weille, W.
P. Hummel, Jos. L. Friedman. Earl
Palmer W. I.. Bower, Roy Cullyi
ilitringhurst. Wallace Weil. ,F.
Scott. Wm. Bradshaw, Jr.. an Fitz-
patrick. J. C. Gilbert and Geo. It.
Goodman, practically representing all
the various lines of Commercial in-
terests of the city." -
"Various matters of interest were
'resented an dthe present issue con-
cerning the welfare of the city's inter-
ests, namely, the issue of park bonds
ond the confirmation and ratificiition
of the contract between the city and
the water company. were ably di.-
ensiled."
"Mr. Earl Palmer proposed the fol-
Itivng resolutions, which were utter'',
mouldy adopted?' .
Then follows the resolutions alleged
to have been adopted.
• The• Commercial Club is an organ-
ization of businesc men and is sup-
to be a representative body and
also one that cornmancis.the respect to rise up and defeat it. And so Sas
of the pubhc, and therefore it can ill- terested is he on having the city to
afford to deceive the public, yet it has ratify the contract, that he is now
ifelse that very tilling,' and by its un- making public :g.recbe; in its behalf,
warranted act it has shaken the con- a right, which, howeve•, belongs to
fitiettee of the people.
The object of the meeting and its
act:On being made public was for the
purpose of' influencing the people to
vote for the park bonds and for the
water contract for fire hydrants, and
in order to give strength or weight to
the action that body deliberately as-
serts that the twenty directors were
present,. giving their names, when ac-
cording to the statements of at least
of of the gentlemen, they were not
present and consequently could not
have taken part in the meeting yet
the public is told that those gentlemen
were present. Th's fact should serve
to condemn the act most severely,
and the public cannot afford to place
any confidence in what is told them
it is a fraud on the face of it and per-
petrated to deceive the people. The
men when at least six of them were
not present, and some of them state I,
that they are apposed to the pro-
pas e •itions alleged to have be n indor
ed. 
 I
the resolut ons were adopted it
was no doubt done at the Commercial
b m.
To cap it al:, Aldertit.an Palmer
p.oposes the resolutions said to hav.:
teen adopted by twenty directors o:
Corniner.,a1 Club, wheo no su.h
number was p.esent, and the club.
is w finds ititif in the awkward atti
td c having attempted tt dece:re
the peopl: of the vera s ommunitv
which in a sense 'it purports to rep-
resent. la I fair mindet men wit
agree that creh .:onduct S repse en-
sible. and unvearth.v of hus'ness mot
-who claim to have Vie iiit-rest of tl.e
people at hear While :le director
'of the Commercial r.:1.11-. have the
right to errs oh- v'• we on any
TOir! ail q ter:roans :I'M may propeeta
come before th..m, we have no hes't-
ency in saying that it can but injure
their organization ash theycii 
 attempt
act goes still further, it assumes to to deceive the people. And if they
speak for some of its own members have attempted to deceive the public
who were not present, 
'red puts some:as to who was present, and thereby
of its own directors in the right of i attempt to bolster up their scheme, is
indorsing some things to which they it but reasonable to suppose that the
are opposed. The men who concoct- 
water contract and park bond proposi-
ed the scheme seem to have had no
,ions lack sufficient merit of their own
regard whatever for the rights of the 1 appeal to the people, and that its
absentees. for it is stated that all
advocates are forced to resort to de-
twenty were present and the resolu- Leption or fraud to bolster up their
tlosi "were unanimously adopted." cause? we think so,
and every fair --
Those reseiutions could not have'
minded rester should vote against the
been unanimously adopted b) twenty 'prepositions as a protest against such
e re st 'pliable met hods
The Question of Parka.
The corporation organs urge as a
plea for the voting of $too,000, that
the poor man needs fresh air. If the
Club's office which is now in the of_ air of Paducah is not fresh, we faif to
fires occupied by the Pada** Trite- 
see where five or six small parks
scattered over the city will purify it.
ocn Company, ti-e Pals:o i Ugh! and
, If Paducah had a dozen parks in the
. - 
1 city limits it would not Make the save 
hydrants argue that the city
Power Company. the Paducah Gas 1 •
Company and the Padu7ais Hearing air any fresher The air in the parks • 
try the contract, be: they stud-
Company 1 lie preselent of the Pa- would • he just as pure or itrpare 4z til:SIY.•*)i.gnwoorieildtesallivneg at 5t.;:inPeljeoe 
that1
Traction Comsat'', is alto / that we now have.
The court how.. -quart 
4 ir i' , city should buy the plant orI
of the Pada 7%h C•ManierCal 1"*"11 111 IL in one of its own. A the present
in .• 
converted into .• to . O:iil park. wit:.
many beds of be..a..rui flowers._ . 
rental price and fos the . resent num-
fountain and gold fish pool. nice l'..r of fire it '
...1- .,...ut. a, city would
granitoid walks, a hundred • large it:rrithaegrifii:eint 
con'..
'cl • in$3201 8 T ye0e.a0r04.
for more parks, then there -might
be some sense in-suging The taxpayers
to provide more parks. There is noth-
ing to keep the poor man or the rich
man taking his family the court
'house park and gettin6 cull supply,
of fres air each evening. But both
the p man and the rich man will
look if his own interests Tuesday
and vo against the corporation
schemes.
Paducah needs school houses more
than it does parks. A prominent citi-
zen in discussing the park bond prop-
osition stated that the people in the
north end of the city have been try-
ing to get a school house in that sec-
tion for .nearly tw'o years, but tie
city has no money to build it, and as
city owned its own 'plant the savutg
to the epnsurners pd th4 citi6 in ii
years wiauld arneattneto a •saving of
nearly $Str000. This is the feature
that ishoilld not be overlooked by the
public, and it is one that is sought
to be forestalled by having the people
to vote against their own interests by •
voting for the proposed contract The.,
tlleged saving set fOrtla in the Con-
tract is but a sop thrown to the peo-
ple who are too blind to.sce then own
interest. If the people, defeat the coo-
tract, as they will next Tuestlae, and
then vote to own a water plant the
company will be ready to sail or tli'e
city can build its own plant.
a consequence many f4milies are leas:- 
'1 lie
ing that part of the city and locating
where they can send their Children to
school. This gentleman who is a
heavy tax payer says if the city has
no money to build school houses
where they are actually needed, it
certainly has no busines- to vote
Pennon for parks. Schools are a
necessity, but parks are a !worry and
expensive things to keep up.
The advocates of the corporation
scheme says the people must be taxed
for parks whether they want them or
not, because the legislature says so,
and that argument is being used by
the corporation representatives in the
frost received by the park
bend; and water contract advocate'
last night should be enough to coi
v;nce them that the propos'tions will
be overwhelmingly defeated ne...t
week. When less than too people in
city of 3cr000 turn out to- hear
that side discussed it means that the
people are against the two propos;
tions.
Who is it that is paying for brass
bands to drum up a crowd? And who '
is going to pay for the thousands of
letters to be sent out to "educate"
the people? The people have already
been educated up to voting against
any schemes put mit, by the corpora-
general council. Those very men in t
the general council have ignored the I
law passed by the legislature requir-
ing Paducah to employ thirty police.
yet where the corporations have a
scheme, those very ducks say that the
leeislature must be obeyed Any tax-
payer can go in court and have both
acts of the legislature declared void,
oir the legislature exceedet its auth-
ority when it attempted legislate
for Paducah What the people of
thr, city should do, is to v ;:e against
the park bonds, and see to that the
next representative film
county ie man who
peal of the recent law
ducah
president
Club, all of which, measure,
would indictate that the Interests of
ail theme concerns are do:elf otter-
woven.
The resolutions
report given out.
M. Earl Palnitr
according to the
were proposed 4
Palmer is an
alcennan. and at his request he was
e'1,-ed on the cominitts-s on water and
lights by President Starks after he
hail made up his committees, and
who to oblige Alderman Palmer
shifted Alderman Hank from the
water and light committee to another
'n order to grant Palmer's request
alderman Palmer is the man who
iol the forces in the general council
in their attempt to abandon and close
down the city's electric plant and to
make a contract with the Paducah
Light and Power Company. to light
the streets. It was a hold attempt
to put the city out of lighting its
cwn street te but the citizens would
not stand for 'such a raw deal, and
hundreds went to the council cham-
ber and protested against the pro-
posed outrage. When Alderman Pal-
mer saw that the people were arous-
ed he and his associates abandoned
the scheme.
40 Alderman Palmer is also the mail
who bitterly opposed giving the eiti-
"ens of.Padrwah the privilege of vot-
ing oi issue lot,oie for a water atri
light plant. Notwithstanding ;.hat
abouti 1.000 troters petitioned for that
peaellege, it was insolently ignored by
Aldermen Palmer, Hubbard, Chamb-
,
ire, Starks aud Bell, the two latter
are nr w candidates for re-elect;on.
Those five men virtually denied the
people the ceristitttfional right of re-
tition. • ;
Alderanan Palmer was the wen
factor on the city's side in the propos-
ed contract with the water
tor the next eighteen years
company
and that
fact alone ought to cause the people
shade trees and many benches for the
convenience of the public. This pa'rl-
is situated in the heart of A ilsjckl•
populated district and
day and night, yet the
flock to it, nor is the
which there is anything
both
pie do not
any till,
,ike a crowd
there to enjoy the 'want i scene, if
this park -a-as a popu!ar resort
and the paper were clamoring
The advocates of the c
ti., water company for
e.!9',aisit *the people were tight-
aloii.sttclosing down the dity's
plint and turning the street Helainl
Over to the lig/Ring corporation. The
people are onto the corporation
sheets
4 ,
'I'be kCgiiief will state for' the in.
formate-an that the "City * Water
Works cariestion to be voted on
Tnesday is not for the city
to own the • er works. hut
is on an eighteei year contracts
which, it .; carries II prevent the
city from installine own plant.
very voter who .avor of muni-
cipal ownership. rould vote "NO"
On the pr000dtio.!.
mos.— •
CITY FINANCE
COMMITTEE
BODY MEETS TONIGHT ro
CHECK OVER THE CITY
ACCOUNT&
Councilman John Herzog Has Re-
turned from Germany—New
Fl..
The lin:Ince roniMitirr for the corm-
cil and aldermen will meet tonight at
the office of City Auditor Alexander
hear discussed the peoples' side of Kirkland in the city hall building for
the water contract and park bond pro- the purpose of checking over the bills
positions. They will learn much of held by individuals and firms against
value to them There is put one is_ , the muoicipality 1 he committee goes
over the accounts to get them rite
sue in Paducah—the corporations ;I shape for allowance at the separate
.against the people 1 meetings of the two legislative bharets
. 
!nest week
COMbeilmart ReturnedI Councilman lierrog of Mechanirs-
The err) same crowd that did their burg has returned from a several
level beet to close down the city's months' visit abroad. accompanisd by
electric plant last spring and turn the his wife and child. He spent a hap'
NeCracken py time visiting his old home in Gee-
r' the re- 
street lighting over to the Paducah
many. which place he left many years
Light and Power Company, is now . ago to settle in his country.
meeting every effort to saddle an New Deraertment Attache.
eiyhtcen year contra 
1 
ct for fire hy, Another attache of the fire di.o.sit-
ntract with ; drants on the city, and 
also a $100,‘ mean Iris enfleted Into the— sere*,
;8 
'ears for nen bond issue for parks. 
That gang "4 P"Tr."' 1 to be a PortSier nutiliber•
..
is not for the people but for time cot
porations Every sensible mist will
look with suspicion cn the efforts of
that crowd, and make it his busines.
to vote on the, other side. ft will he
will
!ow as the numb, • if ydrinta will
-teadily it. -ca- _en iear, at the
:•,-e now city 'aaould pay the
than
enpare
year
S3C-M:100, Or more
!mild its own plant
o the tangible prop -
'l the ter company was ap-
arsed at
plant lite
buil
S.41.000. A brand new
•. inclading a filter can be
-s than g_irocoo. If the
ions
Let
house
every voter be at the court
tomorrow, Saturday, night to
noticed that whets the eorpiratiento
have a scheme or schemer to put ;
through it is put into the hand. of -
the regular old crowd
0
T 
..rr fin rig siluat t.) re-
lardhtohse hgrroa th r f Paducah are thor
ho are Agliting thc proposition that
would make the city greater and yet
they claim to he progressive citizen'.
Fortunately however, they arc few in
number IA—Pease-al* hle weer)* moc rat.
This is the sa:iie old whine that the
c;•rporation Organs raised wheu The,
1
'
;n( irracting the attention WeV-
er)bodw. judging from the socifero is
lima action " The new member ar-
rived yesterday morning at the home
on South Stxth street of Capt. Thom-
as Glynn ,v1 the Fourth and Elisabeth
!trees branch station house He is
a btcrbenfi•.nesiot tether with mother,i. d „iz
SMALL DOCKET.
Judge Porvear had Only two CONS
Before Him Yesterday. -
I Will Lotio to and costs
I by Judge Puryear in tit police court
yesterday morning on the charge of
; breach of the peace lie was accused
of striking a boy.
Eve Johnson, got, red, was given a
rontinuane- Until t my of the ea/4
eiariginer her r a react 0112
about Ninth and IVwshington atrests
lriluwe'en ”iselat
_—
SHALL PADUCAH BE RULED BY THE CORPOATIONS
OR
SHALL PADUCAH BE RULED BY THE PEOPLE?
PUBLIC SPEAKING
At Court, House in Circuit, Couri, Room.
•
Saturday Night; Nov. 3rd at 7:30 o'clock
EVER.Y WORKINGMAN, MECHANIC, MERCHANT, CLERK, BANKER, LAWYER, DOCTOR AND
VOTER. OF PADUCAH IS INVITED TO ATTEND AND HEAR.
THE PEOPLE'S SIDE
OF THE P teltK BONDS AND WATER CONTRACT PR.OPOSITIONS
The Only Issue in Paducah is
Corporation Domination
Versus People's Rule
• : A %- 'soak. . • :
a•
ch.,)
•
S
•
s,e0
•
44
1
4
S
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c,1
-
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poeiff toincorporatinirT1S- it - .,-, ne-
tts plunging aroune, leaped up on the cessitate payment of municipal
. 
taxes,
-, ing in.ide. The beast crashed in.
step of the car an., came near ,itim;, EVERYTHING . to keep up the city government. Theyalso are against being annexed to th-4 lis the woman, who was injured and now city of Padneah. for the reason .tsr . suet for $1.s.000 damages, , will cause them to have to pay taxes-H. L Stcyers sues W. A McClure ' to the Paducah public government.for $3,954.541 claimed due for timber
that McClur: cut off tSeyert land.
Win. Sine worked on the ice wagewr----
for George Robertson's Ice Company.
HON. JOHN MOORE SAYS SEN.and June aard, too6 while crosaing oat haying to pay municipal taireeATOR WILL SUCCEED -Third at Jackson street. a car craali-
HIMSELFed ?no) the wagon and knocked Sine
off in such a manner he fell in front
..f the ear. the wheels of which pass-
ed over his foot what was crushed,
Raisin* entpetati.,m neereirary
/MSS for, Sio,000
Yoaserday's Business..
The jury brought in a verdict f,,
defendant in the suit of E. T. Whit-
lew against E. E. Bell and Sons
Whitlow worked at the spoke factory
of defendant's on South Third street,
and a pile of lumber fell on him and
broke his leg lie wanted $5,ono, hut
got nothing
The suit of Ntr,. Id., F.tie-ad
agamst Cheatham Hodge was tom-
'atomised by the defendant paying
plaintiff St,sori and hearing all the
costs of the litigation. ,
Hodge -and Head resided on adjoin-
in, farms near Clintoa. Ky., and on•
right Head was attracted out of his
moviee. r
UNDERWOOD $25,000 DAMAGE Lui[RN[
 B. YOUR COAL NOW WHILE THE PRICE IS .1.0W
caused a shortage, which will be more noticeable as weather
gets colder. We are exclusive agent for the best that Kentucky
produces, " L U Z E.R N E "
SUIT COMES UP FOR TODAY Cars are scarce and the unusugt1 demand for coal has
11810 L1.A
IMPORTANT ACTION HAS BEEN BITTERLY FOUGHT IN THE
COURTS FOR THE PAST Fly E YEARS. NOW GETS FIRST
TRIAL EVER ACCORDED-E. S. BELL AND SONS WON $5,000
SUIT FILED AGAINST THEM BY E. T. WHITLOW-COMPRO-
MISE OF HEAD VS HIODGE SUIT EFFECTED BY CHEAT-
HAM HODGE PAYING MRS. HEAD Sa,soo TO DROP THE MAT-
TER-MARION LANDER GIV EN JUDGMENT FOR $nit
AGAINST CITY OF PADUCA H AND CONTRACTORS ROBERT
ON AND GARDNER.
The first action st for trial today
in the circuit court is a very import-
ant one, wh.ch has been on the dock-
at fur the past five years, but never
ruceived a trial cp aceoent of dIffer-
eint orders and motions being fought
through several tribunals. The 1.tiga-
tion is that of Felix G. Rudolph, ad-
tuinistrator for Filk Underwood,
ain't the Illinois Central railroadag
fur $.2s.000 damages.
Pink Underwood was employed As loaning to another and now the I.
a fireman on the Illinois Central
railroad, and during February, loot
his train craahed into another down
in Lauderdale county, Tenn, and he
received' injuries from which be died
several dale thereafter in the Padu-
cah railroad hospital where he was
brought for treatment. After his
death some relatives desired to qual-
ify as administrator of the estate but
in the county court it was ordered
that the estate be placed in the hand, ret safely aboard.
of l.ix G. Rudolph, the public ad-I The lefendant also asked for a
ministrator. Suit nip; then filed in new trial in the suit of G. W. Knight
the state circu't c hurt. here, but the against the Paducah Box and Basket
railroad got the then judge, I.. D. factory- Knight got judgment for
S2 against the com forHusbands. to transfer the litigation to So Pane/juries received while working aroundthe United States circuit court here.
Underwood's law),rs objected to the Some uf the plant's machinery that
as defective.trausfer and carr tt to the appellate v
bench of this commonwealth the state
circuit judge's order transferring the
i action to the I- tere! tribunal. For
years this matt. has been fought
over, and finally the appellate judges
decided that the United States court
Vad no fight to try the suit therefore
. an order was u.sm..I replacing it in
the tate circuit court. where it was
originally inseittsted. . Continuances
and fight- iner orders have been in
progress • cr since then, until now open trench du.; fur the torn' water:
the act'onr goes to trial this morning. 4.-wers on Kentucky avenue between,
Other snits docketed for today are F:Ith and Sixth streets, and was in-
NeMe B. Wynn-vs Paducah City Rail- jnred The Southern Ritslith'e Corn-
'way Company; H L. Steyees 1/3 W. 40.2nlr was made ; party to the suit
%refiner Writ Sine vs Paducah but was released from any liability fdr
Traction Company 'accidents, as the storm sewer part of
Nellie Wynn boarded a Union (le., the contract was sub-let by the bit-
pot tar June, Jrd. igos and came down alithic Concernt° Robertsmi ir.d
Get Our Prices
Both phones 70
There Will Be An Advance
in Coal November 1st
We also handle all sizes
LEHIGH ANTHRACITE
COAL
TYLER WON'T
INCORPORATra:
SQUIRE SEARS BRANDS PUBLI-
CATION AS UNRE-
LIABLE.
"pm wow*
Residents of That Thriving Little Vil-
lage Are Contented With
Their Lot
Justice Sear, oi Tyler, just out-
side Mechanicsburg, states that there
is nothing in the publication made in
The defendant', motion for a new the afternoon papers' se,eral weeks
trial was overruled in the case of ago to the effect that the residents
J. S. Jackson, Sc. against rnbia, of Tyler were prt-oaring to request
Steger. Defendant then appealed. the courts and state legislature to
Jackson got judgment for stow) permit the village to be incorporated
against defendant for advanced me- into a city so they can have their
ney and due for iron matenal. i mayor, police judge, city clerk, leg-
The jury gave a judgment for $730 islative boards, etc. The squire said
t., Marion Lander, against the City, he kept pretty well posted on what _. 
of Paducah. and Contractors Robert- I was going on in Tyler, and that he
son and Gardner. She fell into gal never heard of anything to this effect
that run-down, tired felling is the
fent symptom of MALARIA, take
Bacon's Malarial
ToniclCapsules
The specific for all malar,i liae
cured others. Will cure you
In Fourth iand Broadway where $ Gardner who did this wort
— /Ravi, tliat-&• scared it iiie-ear, in
•
It
FOR
 m,cREAR
defendant in the suit of John Perdew
against thc Illinois Central railroad.
Fordew claimed that the h gh roadbed
et the railroad's tracks caused water
to back over plaintifrs property and
damage it.
A continuance until the next term
of court was given in the action of the
Illinois Central railroad against W. J.
McFaul The road claims litFaul
confiscated a carload of lumber left
in charge of the road, the car be-
C., sues to recover the value of the
timber.
' The defendant filed a_motion for a
new trial in the suit of Minnie Burra-
dell against the Paducah Traction
Company wherein plaintiff several
days ago got judgment for $2,000
against defendant on account of in-
juries the woman sustained on be-
ing thrown from x Third street car
which started up before she could
Colonel John K. Hendrick Will Rs-
- Today From Campaigning
Tour-Preparing Elections
Hon Moore. oi Latenter, ar-
rived in the City yesterday on busi-
ness and stated that everybody down
his way was for Senator McCreary
for re-election, and it looked like the
latter's majority over Beckham would
be of the lamlNlide character.
Mr. Moore is the former state sen-
ator from Otis district, making one
of the best this portion of the state
net- had, and is a ;nostril man who
knows whereof he speaks when he ex-
presses an opinion He always has
had that reputation.
Mr. Moore has jtist returned from
Louisville and that portion of thehouse, and assinated. A fund existed state, and says it is solid tee Mc-between Head and Hodge, and. Mrs. Creary bets of five to one beingHead claimed Hodge firer] the bullet. n ade against Beckham in LouisvilleAfterwards Hodge moved to near ,, 'erre he is a dead issue.Paducah and Mrs. Head sued him for
Sa'Nero damages for the k'lling. She
got judgment for Sts000 last spring.but the court here gave Hodge a new
trial which was to come up at this
term Since the first trial, Mrs Headhad Hodge indie.ed at Clinton for the
alleged murder of her husband. but
Hedge was acquitted on trial there.
Now in order •Ro bring to a close ail
suit here, Hodge pays Mrs. Head S-!-5oc, and hears all the mats. A pecul-iar fact concer.ing the case is th,t
rue jury here th nrght Hodge did the
killing strong errt gh to give M.
!lead judgment. wh'le at Clinton thejury acquitted Hodge. The money
was paid over yesterday.
Dr. Bradley and Dr. Hearne were
.ordered to attend court as witnes..ey
in the suit of Nellie 13.1Nynn antrisistiljtvintind'itg witices tri,cach rhahleng-
tbc Paducah City Railway, Company, Cr cMPI'Yelt 14ectinn
A continuance was given until the notifying them to hc ready for next
react term of court in' the suit of Tuesday. There is One challenger atGeorge Hathaway ais.ain,st Ben weilie each voting place, their duties be-
wherein plaintiff seeks damages for • 'mg to see that only the republicansinjuries caused by Weille's automo-l.wh„o are entitled to vote cast their
bite scaring Hathaway's horse so that Ina"°t• The democrats have to keep
the drier was krci bed out and hurt. la "larP lookout on the republicans.
Maker Commissioner Cecil Reed
deeded to R. H. Nibble property in
the suit of R. H Noble against A
Boyd. .
Te jury. brought in a verdict for
Colonel Returns Today.
.. lion. John K. Hendrick will re-
turn today from, a tour through the
Eastern :met Central portion of the
state where he has been campaigning
in the interests of hts •:indidacy for
the democratic nomination for attor-
ney-general of the state. He remains
at home on his arrival, as he will not
go out for any more trips, the
election occurs next Tuesday. From
evary• portion, of. die commonwealth  -7 
WAR
Nephew of General Robert E. Lee
Fought in the Northern Army
Against His Uncle. .
Portland, Ore., Nov. t.-In a vio-
:(iit fit of coughing shortly before his
death at a local hospital, H. L. Mills.
an Oregon pioneer of 1876 and a
nephew oi General Robert E. Lee.
Icommander of the Confederate army
raised from his lungs a buckshot that
he had carried in his body since the
Civil War, when, as a member of the
Fifth .New Yorw engineer corps, he
fought against the army commanded
by his mother's brother.
Jap Toner's horseradish is absolute-
ly pure. Price TO cents. For sale by
all grocers., •
The poet takes life seriously but
the average editor would takt the
poet's life with- positive glee-New
York Times.
Bury and
ilenneberger
An Imitation Stove Will
Cive Imitation Heat
Avoid the cheap'', constructed, putty jointed stove as you wouldcounterfeit mom.", • because it is just as worthltnis—and in manycases even more is, For not only does it radiate heat badly, but itwastes its original cost many times in fuel.
The majority of manufacturers, attracted by the phenomenalsuccess of Cole's Original Hot Blast Stove, have imitated and copiedIt ever since it was put on the market. But in /oaks only have t heNbeen able to reproduce this wonderful heater.
For the features which make Cole's Hot Blast so
economical in fuel, so effective in heating, and so dur-
able in construction, are all fralexted and Arelated.
The joints of the ordinary stove are plastered with
stove putty in an endeavor to make them air-tight.
When the putty dries up and falls out, cold air is
sucked in through the cracks—and the valuablegases from soft or hard coal , w hich should be burned,
go up tbech mney, along with most of the heat.
Cole's Original
Hot Blast Stove
Burns Soft Coal, Lignite, Hard Coal or Wood
Made without stove putty. It remains
air tight during the entire life of the
stove, and is sold under the following
guarantee, which cannot be made on any
other heating stove in the world:
•..
\Prim ,0%• - •
•
'41
4 •
4
f i kW Stove
Sursing set Coal
The <sir capewse of beating your home is in the fuel and not the first cost ofyour stove. Don't let yourself be perms/lied to buy anything but Cole'sOriginal Hot Blast .
Ask for free booklet on -Scientific Combustion," which will show you bowto heat your lierne twice as comfortably at one-half the present cott.
See the name 'iCeille's Not Blast from Chicago," onthe feed doer of ent-h stove. None genuine without it
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CAUTION
F. N. Gardner, Jr. Co.
14-11() Tt2irta
DR. J. D. SMITH. of Paducah
Anti-License Prohibition Candidate
for Congress..
The way to kill an
evil Is Is shoot It to
death with your vote.
The way to perseto
ate an evil is to roes-
late, restrict and pro-
tect it with your vote
IF YOU WANT THE TRAFFIC DESTROYED
I WANT YOUR VOTE.
a•M••••••••...." 
•
-The scholars of Mrs. Frank Par-
. barn's Sunday sehoui sill g.
! Halloween entertainment in the lee-:
turc room of the First Chr:f:•:in
, church this evening.. Adrni.as1l5n- ,s•
cents.
Subscribe for the Register.
411. 11••••111111.
-General Night yardmaster C. M.
Brown of the I. C has resigned. t
go North, and is succeeded by As
sistant General Yttrdmaster Kell/
Charlton, who is given an assistant e
George Finnigan. Jim Ray! too.
Charlton's old place.
big, his nominafion being assured. ow is the time for you to fill youi coal house.Icomes word that h's majority will be N
Preparing kr Election.
County Attorney Alben ,BarIcley. of
the county democratic committee, is
INSULT TO JAPAN
Expulsion of Japanese Children
from 'Frisco Schools, Says
Tokio Editors.
Tokio. Nos- -A number of jour-
nali•ts held a meeting yesterday for
the purpose of considering the anti-
Japanese action of the San Francisco s.._ -
board of education. The famving COUGHS UP BULLET
reclution was adopted: IN LUNG SINCE
'Resolved. That the action of the
San Francisco autorities in segregat-
ing Japanese school children is a great
violation of the existing treaty and an
insult to Japan"
It was further resolved that
jonrnalists combine in an effort to
cite public opinion and eautre the
thorities to effect a solution of
difficulty.
The journalists
cate anything of a
Price pa Cents Per Box
BACON'S
DRUG STORE.
Seventh and Jackson Bt. none ay
WE USE
The KING OF ALL
BOSOM IRONERS
WHY?
------
iiecause- it irons smothly, not
rough.
Second.
The button holes, or stud
holes match
Third.
Negligee shirts with buttons
are ironed perfectly and with-
out injury.
Fourth. -
It irons either stiffIhr pleated
bosoms like new, and the
"hump" so often seen is miss-
ing.
No other like it in West Ken-
tacky. Satisfy yoirrsell by
sending us your lant•lry.
Star Laundry
:• f" 200
the
ex-
an-
the
eed not to advo-
knt nature
CHANGE OF VEN E
IS REFUSED HERING
Chicago, Nov. t.-The application
of Henry W. Hering former cashier
of the Milwaukee Avenue Savings
Bank, of which Pau/ 0. Stensland
was president, for a change of venue
from Cook county, was denied today.
The trial will now proceed and the
selection of a jury was commenced
late today. The charges against
Hering -are forgery and embezle-
i ment.
For Dr. Pendley, tele-
phone 416.
until he Saw it 111 the afternoon pa-
per
Tyler is a thriving ' ss-roads
village just outside Mechanicsburg,
the population being many hundreds,
and Mr. Sears said they were perfect-
ly contented to remain as they are, as
the constables and regular courts can
care for their needs, they being part
iof the county. The residents ..are 9p-
11
At present Tyler is only a few hun-
dred feet outside the corporate lim-
its of Paducah. titerefore clove ritrrarrh
to get all the benefits of the ci.y with-
Lump 12c, Nut 1 I c
Best. Kentucky ana Illinois Coal
Also dealer in LIME and CEMENT. Agent Pm Whitehall and
Agatite Cement. "KING OF CEMENT.'
M Cunningham,
Phones: Old 960, New 245. ▪ - - TipiTteenth':ancrekdains:IStreet
•JIL
- 
WATER CONTRACT TO BE VOTED BASE BALL
ON AT NOVEMBER ELECTION PLAYERS FU ERAL
REPORT OF JOINT LIGH f AND WATER COMMITTEE ON NEW
CON I KM: r BETWEEN 1 HE CITY OF PI, DUCA.H AND THE
PADUCAH WATER COhIPAN Y.
Owing to the fact that the con-
tract existing between the City of
Paducah and the local water com-
pany for fire hydrants expires dur-
ing the current month. it was in
umbent upon the general counc.1
to negotiate for such service cover-
ing the remaining peood which the
franchise of the water company still
has to run to-wit: eighteen years.
After several confereeces between
die jont light and water comouttee
and the officers of the water com-
pany, a scale of rates for fire by-
eats was agreed upon by the com-
mittee and the water company. These
sates have been einbod ed in a can-
tract which will be sumbated to the
general council for such action as
OK wisdom of that hotly may deter-
n ine. If the proposed contract is
fasvprably acted upon by the general
eouncil, it must be -ubin tied to the
loners of the Lay at the next elez-
amid and affirmativeiy ratified by not
less than two-thirds of the votes then
.at upon the question beiure a con-
tract between the c-ty and the water
ern:wally can be finally executed.
It is therefore worth whilt jot
the voters of the city to eat :fully
eons der the terms of the proposed
sontract before casting their votes at
eh) coming election. and if it ap-
pears that the proposed contract is
to the advent:, -r• :if the calf, then
to registcr tEra ;Koval thereof
upon their ballots.
In order that the •oter• may have
an opportunity to become fully ad-
vieed reearoing the terms of the pro-
posed cootiact, a copy of the same as
lierew th submitted, which read. as
fellow,:
"Section I. That the City of l'Au-
eah. Ky.. agrees to rent and does
hereby rent from the Paducah %Name
Cempany os sorcessors and assigns,
four hundred tool eleven (4iil double
senile fire hydrants now e.tablish-
ed in said city for a period of
eighteen (tli) years !tom the passage
and final approval of this ordinance,
after an election by the people as
herenafter provided. The annual
rental for each co stud fire hydrants.,
which the City A Padn-cah he7eby
agrees to pay for Ole first ten (to)
be twenty
($aont)) dollars and the annnariellital
for the remaining eight (8) years
shall be fifteen ($15.cio) dollars, (on-
.less the said city shall sooner pair-
slate water compaey's plant with
six (6) per cent interest :on defer-
awl payments.  The payments of said
rentals shall be made as provided in
the original ordinanee contract
"Section 2. All additional hydrants
on extensions of mains that may be
erected hereafter by the Paducah
Water Company. its successor • or
'assigns, as provided in the ong nal
ordinance contract during the said
eighteen years. shall be charged and
paid for as provided in section one
hereof; but at the exriration of ten
ko) years from the Crne th:s ordin-
ance shall have been finally approved,
as get out above, all the then fire
hydrants shall be charged ard paid
for at the uniform rate as above pro-
vide(' arwl tne contract therefor shall
eapire at the end ot* the eighteen
years fixed in section 1.
Section 3. Before this ordinance
shall become effective it shall be
submitted to a vote of the qualified
voters of tie of Paducah Ky.,
at the general electian to be held in
said city on the 6th day of Novem-
• ber, 1906, the said vote to be taken
in the manner and as provided by law
for the submission of publc ques-
tiuns to the voters of said city.
Section 4. This ordinance shall take
'fleet and be in force from its pas-
sage. approval and ratification by the
qualified voters of the City of Pa-
ducah, Ky, and a written acceptance
isf its terms and conditions by the
Paducah Water Company fled with
the clerk of the City of Paducah.
Ky., within ten (tot days after the
official certificate of its approval at
the popular election."
At the present time the water corn-
Pallf lisae installed for the use of the
sato gst tire plugs, -which under the
old contract are rated and cost
oech year as follows:
spo fire plugs at $4o.00 .. $6 000.000
3o lire plugs at $30.00  %moo
▪ Are plugs at $25.oc • • •; 5,775-00
- • •
Total .$12,675.ao
Under phe proposed contract this
same service would cost the city but
-0420.0o-for each of the' first ten
years of the contract, a saving upon
the number of hydrants now install-
ed ol-44.455.00--per annum and for
int ten year period a saving of $-
F or each of the last eight years
erine'h the franchise has to run, the
mast for 411 hydrants would be--$6,-
163.0*--e saving to the city of
9so.esa-pee annum or of---$52 oft-
eo-fot, the entire eight years of the
franchise, pairing 3 total saving to
Or city betwvea the czisting con
their shipping lines subventions or
liberal subsidies 'for the expansion of
their comme-ce and the employment
of their labc - field. If such a gov-
ernmental et terprise were not rout!.
rerative in ti c forms and for the pur-
poses named thir statsmen and leg-
ialators would not have consented to
irdorse such acts. A powerful nation
like our own, having great natural
resources, all the constructive forces
-capital, diversified manufactured
wares, skilled and unskilled labor in
great abundance-should no longer
permit a liberal natianai shipping act
to be defeated. It is absolutely nec-
essary for our great and growing
commerce. It is high time that equal
competitive subventions were grant-,
cd American shipping lines. Oversea
shipbuilding will become a permanent
national industry of great value in
p• ace or war.-Lodiseille Herald l
tract and the ;.roposed contract oi
--40•430.00.
There is not: :lag contained in the
proposed cam. 4ce changing the
rights of the ci y or those of the
water compauy under the or:ginal
franchiaa The oty still retains the
ratio to purchas • inc water com-
pany's plant at t expiration of eath
five year period, in accordance with
the terms of thc original franchise.
This committee has also compared
the rates contained the propoect
contract with th se in effect in in
ether cities for he same class if
service and find proposed rates
lower than tho• .. by any If
those cities. 1.ie approximate av-
erage cost per hydrant in the num-
ber of cities mentioi.-ci above is-
The rates ref,:tred to were sub-
witted by the local water company
:old this committee aouines that the
Lgures are correct. The list of the
colts with the rate paid in each is on
file with this committee and auyulie
desiring to verify the figures c iii-
tamed therein may have the oppor-
tunity of doing so at any time.
It should also be borne in no .1
that until a new contract is entered
into between the city and the water
cou.pany, that the rates charged un-
der the existing contract will main-
tam The only alternatives ofered
to escape from the old rates are eith-
er to make a new contract or to dis-
c..ntieue the service, the latter of
cc arse, being quite impossible.
Thtrefore, t•Iit committee has no
hesitation in recommending to the
general council and to the voters of
the City of Paducah, that the propos-
ed contract be ratified.
JOINT LIGHT AND WATER
COMMITTEE.
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PATHETIC SERMON 13f MINIS-
TER WHO KNOWS SOME-
THING ABOUT GAME.
Terms nad Expressions of the Game
Used Through the Sermon
Well Applied.
And so "Buck" Ewing is dead. The
greatest ball player of them all, when
all that makes a great ball pall player
is taken into consideration. That he
was respected by men outside of tpe
world of balldom can be shown by-an
example recently. ...hen the Kew Don
TOO MUCH
HALLOWE'EN
PRANKS LAND COLLEGE BOYS
BEHIND PRISON BARS AT
LEXINGTON
Police Captain Whom They Assaulted
is in Very Serious Condition-
Other Officers Hurt.
Lexington. Ky., Nov. i.-The city
werkhouse is now shelter ng the State
College students who assaulted and
wounded the polic.t ificers on the
college campus last night. When they
were presented in city court this morn. l
they were not re." 10 . trial and I
Itto• police patrol and sent to jail.
"This day will decide, not the The police captain, J. C. Ford who
world's ehat•-pionship, but the greater tftred woueds in the mouth ani
streeele of eternity bat k of the hea t itg tom:, with
"('Inc there is among the war- stones was unable to leave his bed
scarred veterans upon whom all eyes this inorieng and 5 in a serious con-
are fastened. doi8n. Officers Stewart, Tincher and
"Tie has won many a game before. si-yers, who were hu-t reported for
"He hag heard the plaudits of thous- Cloy. but were eel-used for the day.
ands. and received the applanse of The college a it Ito. it oo deny any
milliona in his day, responsibility f-sr the :ots and may
"Will he be able in win this ft rn e ? •(iti-se to refive to aeeist the -Li-
"The shadows descend, the crowd prits in their trouble The students
is breathless. ta-e Marion Cheek and Shelby Jett.
"All depends upon him '.. Richmond: Thomas Swittert.
it is not time for a single. Mayselle: E. B. Oran. Campbells-
'He has made them before, and has 'Me: George Gogard Golden Pune
stun many a game st ith them. 'sue R. G Veal. Mayf eld. T R.
"A base on balls will do no good. I Bryant, of Lexington. gave bond.
°It is no time for a sacrifice.
"There is but one thing will count BANKRUPT AND OWES $161.000
in this closing moment-a home run.
"Can he do it? Edgar D. Martin Files a Petition in
"Death hurls the ball toward the Bankruptcy With Only Ego
i tiattei. Assets.
" 'Strike one.' the umpire cries.
"Again the sphere flies by while the Louisville Nov. 1 -Edgar D. Mar-
American Expansion Demands an batter stands unmoved t-ri of the tobacco form of H. M. Mar-
American Merchant Marine
" 'Strike two,' comes the voice t r. & Co. filed a petition in bank-
Service. through the gloom reptcy today, listing liabilities of
Americans have attained commer- P61,76111, and asset( of $100. onThere is but one more chance.
cial supremacy. Our chief industrial which exemption is claimed.
"He pulls himself together, *is
mpetitors for export trade are, frame like iron.
Great Britain and Germany. They 
"His features are immovable! the Women seldom take kindly to ad-
maintain and promote their commerce bait once more speeds toward the alIeff
through a great marine tiervice. They plate.
have established regular Lnes to all
"With one supreme effort he swingsthe emauxicrcal seaportt by granting the stick and sends the ball to a dis-
G. Tullis, pastor of the Popular lage Kley continued the charges on,
corfederating and disorderly ccsncle,t For the Convenience of our patrons and the citizens of padalcati,street Presbyterian church, spoke the
md 
carrying concealed weapons have placed copies of the directories of the cities named below in the morn-following to an audience of men and
agenst them and ordered them sent hag Register office at 513 Broadway, where the public is invited to callboys in Cincinnati: to the • c ty workhous.- and kept moil when desiring the address of any resident of the cities ea"The shades of evening are begin-
t,,morrow.fling to fall upon the diamond of life, The college authorit es did hot
the game is almost ended Breathless, come to thee- rescue this mornoof anl,TBE
the crowd sits awaiting the end. is:the youngsters were much disappoint-
"The score is a tie. Everything
.td when they were filially loaded into
in the balance.
Company
01 toi7g-17:
Branch Office in Paducah a The
Dr .Geo. Masgana
VETERINARY SURGEON AND DENTIST.
Graduate from Alfortville Veterinary school (Paris. Praises) aka
Ontario Veterinary school and Detroit Dental college. Charter swam at
the Ohio Veterinary Medical Association. Will treat scientifically with the
latest improved iastrtuneata and up to date treatment all diseases of
domesticated animals.
ALL CALLS PROMPTLY ATTENDED NIGHT AND DAY.
Offices Thompeoe Transfer Co., Both 'phones go.
Caron Directory
- •
tant corner of the field, and the daunt-
less Ewing starts upon his last circle
of the bases.
"One, two, three-the ball is being
rapidly returned.
"Will he make itr
"It is a close race. He takes one
and only chance, and throws himself
headlong upon the ground for the last
slide.
"For a moment all is confusion.
Suddenly the dust clears away and the
great umpire of the universe is heard
to say: 'Safe at home.' "
5.000 LABORERS WANTED
BY SOUTHERN PACIFIC
To Hasten the Development of the
Pacific Slope Lute.
San' Francisco, Cal Nov -The
So th Pacific w•ern ants 5.000 laborers
THREE DIE IN FIGHT. This is the statement of one of the
Two Others Wounded in Texas Do-
mestic Tragedy.
El Paso, Texas_ Nov. 1, -Three'
bodies are .in the morgue and two
wounded persons in a hospital as the
result of a murder here this after-
neon followed by an exchange of
slots between the murderer and po-
liceman.
Manuel Rodrig-ue killed his wife
whcn she -eturned home and found
him in company with.another woman.
Rodrigue and Ch.ana Ramiera, the wo-
nian with him, were killed and City
Detective George Harold and Jack
Glover, a negro, wounded in the fight
that ensued.
The fire department was called out
and dispersed the excited crowd that
had collected by pouring water on
it from a hose.
INFERNAL MACHINE'
Akron, 0., Nov. 1.-Andeew Mc-
Intosh, aged forty years, a Baltimore
& Ohio engineer, had a narrow es-
cape from death by .an infei•nal ma-
chine.
A A-caliber revolver packed with
explosive powder in a small box, and
ten sticks of dynamite were conceal-
ed in a tool boa in his coarhouse. The
trigger of the pistol was fastened to
the lid of the box. When McIntosh
opened the lid the machine let go and
the bullet stri k McIntosh in the left
cheek. imbedd.ng itself. McIntosh was /
burned by the powder and the dyna-
mite was thrown to all parts of the!
coalhouse, but did not explode.
McIntosh's injuries are not serious.
He says he knows of no enemies.
Thc police have a clew Had the
dynamite exploded great damage to
property would have followed, as
many houses are in close' proxiMity,
local officials. Orders have just
come from Harriman to hasten the
development of the Pacific slope lines.
Within the next two years over
$25,000p00 will be spent in the con-
struction of lines on the Pacific coast
by the Harriman system. It is the
preparaticin 'for the great struggle
in railroad competition that is com-
ing. With Hill on the north and the
Gould line creeping across the con-
tinent, Harriman realizes that it will
mean a great fight and that the life
of the big systems will depend upon
the oempleteness with which they
arc equipped with feeders. Hence,
at •every available poi small roads
are being absorbed, others are being
built and the Southern Pacific is de-
veloping all teritoriy possible to get
ready for what Harriman calls the
"age of railroad competition."
Depew Able to Go to Theater.
New York. Nov I -Senator
Chauncey M. Depew, who recently
returned from his country home, to
which he went from Washington be-
cause of a general breakdown of his
health, appeared in public last night
for the first time since last spring.
Accompanied by Mrs. Depew, his son
two friends, he occupied a box
at the New Amsterdam theater. The
senator seemed to have entirely re-
covred his health. He walked with a
springy step. was as gay as a youth
Of ao and appeared to thoroughly en-
joy the performance
Dog Saves Five Lives.
Chippewa Falls, Wis. Nov 1.--
John Dolan, his wife, two daughters
and a son were saved from burning
to death here by the ?amity dog. The
animal tried to arouse Dolan several
times by barking and finally seized his
arm. The home :vas enveloped in
fl. my... but the •anel:. ctc..;oo:
1=111 mi • 4.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY
Attorney at Law.
Room No. s.
Columbia Bldg.
Paducah
Kentucky
Exoursia:
St. Louis and Tennessee River Pubs
et oompany---the cheapest and boa
excursion oat of Pailacah.
to nn Fu tbo BIM Trip Is
OUgUU Taoism rim &
It is a trip of oleasure, condor
and rest; good service, good tab'
good roams, etc. Boats leave ease
Weericaday and Saturday at 5 p.
For other _information apply to Ns
Fsoger, superintendent; Frank L.
Brown, agent.
20 I TIMROND TRIP FromButt LOUISVILLE To
ampr, Punta or a, St.
Petersburgh, Orlando
AND MANY OTHER POINTS IN
FORIDA.
VIA
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
AND
Qaeen & Crescent Rate
November 20th.
Also Low Homeseekers Rates on
November 6th and aoth to points in
Tennessee, North Carolina, South
t arolina, Ittasiesippi, Alabama,
George* Florida, Texas, Nebraska
and Colorado.
Tickets first class a/lowing liberal
stop-ova's in each direction and good
returning within thirty days.
For illustrated literature and com-
plete information call on or address,
A. R. COOK, City Passenger and
Ticket Agent, 234 Fourth Street,
Louisville, Ky.
C. H. Huagerford. District Passen-
ger Agent, 234 row* 14216t• 017111:1111 Esslow, 74.. rear buil
Louisville, Ky. Marshall Camay; Paducah, Et
T G. BEAM, Jr.. Assistant Seneral worsen Its Wrst, Rnil•fliti
ilia 'nom Um 41*
SIXTY CITIES CONTAIN
OVER 13,00,1,000 INHABITANTS
ONE-SIXTH OF THE POPU LATION OF THE UNITED
STATES.
List of Directories on File
ALLEWMENY CITY, PA MANITOU, COLO.
ATI ANT A, GA. MEMPHIS. TEN N.
BALTIMORIL. MD. MILWAUKEE, WIS.
BOSTON, MASS. MINNEAPOLIS. MIN::
BRIDGEPORT. CONN. NASHVILLE. TENN.
BRONX, N. Y. NAUGATUCIC., CONE.
BROOKLYN. Ns Y. NEWARK. N. J.
BUFFALO. N. Y. NEW ALBANY, IND.
CHATTANOOGA. TENN. NEW HAVEN, CONN.
CINCINNATI, 0. NEW ORLEANS. LA.
CHICAGO, ILL NEWPORT. KY
CLEVELAND. 0. NEW YORK CITY.
COLUMBUS. 0. NORWICH. CONN.
COLORADO CITY. COLO. PADUCAH, KY,
COLORADO SPRINGS, COLO. PHILADELPHIA. PA.
COVINGTON. KY. RICHMOND. IND.
DAYTON, 0. RICHMOND. VA.
DENVER. COLO. SALT LAKE CITY, UTAK
DETROIT, MICH. SAN FRANCISCO, CAL.
DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA ST. PAUL, MINN.
DULUTH, MINN. ST. LOUIS. MO.
FAIRFIELD, CONN. SOUTHPORT. CONN.
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. SPRINGFIELD. 0.
JEFFERSONVILLE. IND. STRATFORD. CONN.
KANSAS CITY. KAL SUPERIOR CITY. 111301
KNOXVILLE, TENN. TOLEDO. 0.
LOS ANGELES. CAL. UTICA. N. Y.
LOUISVILLE, KY. WATERBURY, CONE.
MANHATTAN. N. Y. YONKERS. N. Y.
1111=TR. VA.OF PADUCAH DIRECTORY FOR .92114* ON
SALE:
. .
PRICE $4.00
"IF
CARON; DIRECTORY COMPANY
Register Office, 523 Broadway
REGISTER OFFICE
We have on hand.
For Sale:
3 Hoi.ti Power Motor.
Herne Power Mator.
554 Horse !bower Motor
$ Herne Power Meter.
ie Horse Power Motor.
I sae Liallbt Dramas&
FOREMAN BROS
Novelty Works.
isz-ias Heck !cards Ewen.
The Fever
Season
Has kw tenon tee lies raddliSt whose boas is eepipped
Modern Sanitary
Plumbing
....misisOsPimigling and Sraan3 or Hot Water Ruda. II•os
Ed D.Hannan
TIlE POMP T PLUIEBInt.
se. Illtunenclqf Avenue. igs &AOI ourth Street. Botl. Phones Ma
OLIVIER. OLIVER & ammo"
LAWYERS
'Office
DL W. it mamma
(Heumairibt)
Phase Ise ,
Ikessikstig. 0
ens
pp
r-
4.
4
40
•
.4
4
•
ale
011
A.
a
•
•
•
Ir.ftE;11144:,
ILLPIOIS CENTRAL RAILROAD TIME TABLE
IMMIIIIMILD MAY 30, 1906.
1
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ai •
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•
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•
attil, Efingor alb Co. MAN, UNDER
Undertakers and Embalmers. THE BED
180 8. THIRD STREET: PADUCAH.i
WIND
PHAN
— 
YANKED OUT AT POINT OF
REVOLVER IN YOUTH'S
HANDS.
The Modern Window Decoration
WHILE EQUAL IN DESIGN AND BEAUTY TO
THE FINEST AST GLASS MADE
IT CAN BE AI PLIED TO ANY WINDOW OD
nektisom. IT EXCLUDES OUTSIDE VIEW AND
ADMIT, THE L GHT IN THE MOST PLEASING
AND AGREILAB1 E HUES
IT IS A.PPROPRI ATE IN DINING ROOMS, RATH
ROOMS AND FRONT DOORS. IT IS ONE OF THE
MOST RZAUTIF UL DECORATIONS OF TILE DAT
FOR ALL KINDS OF DECORATIONS.
C C. Lee. 315 hay
J. W. HUGHES
GENERAL INSURANCE
116 Fraternity Building
OFFICE PHONIC eSe-a RUUD/MC! PHONE gia
1,111P.P.1".- is
. . Consequently cur display iA of the
V. exercn•e the greatt 4:
.
c:-..-e in ',elm-lir g ottr <lit glass
hiKlitst .t•:.11tiotrl. ,We aim to combine
perfection in color; brilliant finish; artis-
tic and exclusive designs.
Ohr present stock cannot be excelled.
•.••••••=••iii•
fWedding and Holiday Gifts
J.L.Wolft Mei
0144110-1-1"1
j h. COULSON,
PLUMBING.
Steam and Hot Water WW1.
Phone 133. 220 N. Third
Dr. Sidney Saga
comarnoT.
nose Giobe Sank and Truss
a V Co., 306 likassaway. 
•
IL 4. mioupao, Cecil As
FLOURNOY k REED
LAMM:MRS.
Rooms to, it and 12, COINSiltsill Bldg
PADUCAH, 1KY. •
Or. Childras
EYE, EAR, Noss AliND
74 THROAT.
Moe and Eashkorm, Rassim3
C, NANNING HAW 11. 11,17,
Office 1707 Meters
Telephoto 377,
'
OS
E. H. PURYEAR,
Atturney-at-Law
Rooms and 6 Resistor Building
523 1-2 Broadway, Paducah, Ky_
New 'Phone ago.
SPECIALTIES:
Abstracting of Titles,
Insistence, Corporation and
MAKI Estate Law.
DL HOYF,R.
Rosin sap Fraternity Building.
Office 'phone Old 33t R. Residence
'phone old 464
Ycung Louisville Swain is Now Re-
garded as Hero by His Sweet-
heart and Mother.
Lotesville, Nov. 1.—J. M. McHen-
ry, who claims to be a Chicago race
horse man, was found under a bed in
the residence of Mrs. M. L. Chris-
tian 528 West Chestnut street and
after a narrow escape from being
shot to death by Sherley Lacy, a
youth who was calling on Mrs.
Christian's granddaughter, was placed
under arrest.
In the police court this morn ng he
made the plea that he wandered in-
to the house while in a drunken
stupor, and didn't know what he was
doing. He was fined $5o for disorder-
ly conduct, and was lucky to escape
so light.
Lacy, who lives in the Highlands,
was calling on Miss Mina Christian.
When Mrs. Christian went into her
bedroom at to o'clock she saw a
man's feet protrudN from under
the bed. She did not scream, but
quietly walked from the room and
going down stairs informed Miss
Christian and Mr. Lacy.
Young Lacy arose to the emer-
gency. Procuring a revolver belong
ing to Mr. Christian he rushed up-
stairs and found the man still under
the bed. His first Impulse was to
shoot him, but Mrs. Christian cried.
"Don't kill him.' 1
Mr. Lacy accordingly followed the
tr...rtime practice of sending a shot
across the enemy's bow as an invita-
tion to come up and surrender, ex-
cept that in this case be was com-
pelled to shoot moss the enemy's
feet, the rest of htm being out of
range.
McHenry announced that he gave
up and Lacy told him to remain un-
der the bed until a policeman arriv-
ed.
Patrolman Moran a and Mc-
Henry brought his nisi pounds of av-
oirdupois from under the bed and
surrendered 'meekly. Ile was consid-
erably "in liquor."
In the city court he said that he
had no recollection of what had hap-
pened, as he was too drunk to know
what he was doing or where he was.'
PINK PAJAMAS, KITCHEN
APRON AND SUMMER HAT!
VISIT COURT IN THESE?
Chicago Nov. s.—On the plea that
a pair of pink pajamas. a summer hat
and a kitchen apron were not suffi-
cient clothing witl which tei appear
in court. Mrs. James Houser, 3455
Wabash avenue, who is sung her hus-
band in Justice Martin's court for
non-support, yesterday through her
attorney, Solomon Lowenthal, secured
a continuance until she can obtain
wearing apparel suitable for the occa-
sion.
Mrs. Houser. whose husband is
James Houser manager of the Chic-
ago Gold Enamel Company. purchas-
ed $aoo worth of clothing a few days
ago and had the bill charged to her
husband's account. Houser refused to
pay for the goods and a writ of re-
plevin was obtained by the firm to
get possession of the clothing from
I bits. Houser,ideantime the woman sent every-thing she had formerly owned to the
cleaner. The man with the replevin
took everything but a pair of ps-
pamas and an apron. Whether by de-
sign or accident, he also considerately
overlooked a summer bat:
When seen last evening Mrs. Hous-
er wore the pajamas, which were con-
cealed by a dressing robe, the prop-
erty of Mrs. Wilder, who resides in
the flat adjoining the Houser apart-
ments. MTS. Wilder loaned the robe
to Mrs. Houser.
NOTICE
Higbest Prices Paid dor Secead-Hand
STOVES AND FKRNITLIRE
Dv anything and salt\ cracallimag.
callow Cmirt Sweet: Aid Pliame
tp*A.
Clem Fiansitila attire.'
CHICAGO'S DIXIE
GIRLS WEAR MASKS
Hallowe'en Festivities of the Daught-
ers of the Confederacy Are
Novel.
Chicago, Nov. 1.—Novel and de-
lightful were the Holloween festivi-
ties perfected by tithe United Os ght-
ire of the Confederacy at the and
Pacific Hotel last night.
The 'Southern girl wa. well repre-
sented. Phantom masks covered
many faces that would have been bet-
ter uncovered. The young women
had no trouble in dispoeing of all
their foitime cards tediefever they
chose to solicit.
The parlors and brnkfa'st toom were
elaborately decorated. Jack-O'lanterns
shone`from ev.ery nook and corner.
Flags of the South draped from the
ceilings and over doors.
Palm readers and fortune tellere
held full sway.
Popular among the many "make-
ups" .seras the mask and dress of the
phantom. Othets more gorgeous were
Polar/kis costumes and the witches
MOVING WAGON IN CONVEC- I Advertise in the Register end Get
Ranultr;
SKIRMISH
WITH VIES
SOLDIERS CAPTURE DROYE OF
PONIES AND INDIANS RE-
TAKE THEM.
Utes Did Not Fire at Soldiers--Seem
to Desire Only to Be Let
Alone.
Sheridan, Wyo. Nov. 1.—A skir-
mish took place today between a
band of the renegade Ute Indians and
a troop of the Terth Cavalry on Bit-
ter creek, according t..) word brought
by a special courier. The troops had
cloaured f fti Ute ponies.
As the troopers were driving anay
the ponies rod Utes, fully armed, sur-
rounded the cavalrymen and the
ponies, stampeding the ponies with
revolver shots and native war
whoops The Indians recovered all
their ponies but five that were killed
be the troops in an effort to stop the
stampede.
The Indians did not f re at the sol-
diers. The soldiers desisted from
attacking the Utes, as the reds great-
ly outnumbered the teoopers.
The troopers say that as far as
they can ascertain from rumor and
observation the Indian's will fight
with tittle provocation.
Another detachment of the Tenth
Cavalry, that left Sheridan Monday.
ran across a wandering band of too
Crow Indians under command of
Chief Sweet Mouth. The troopers
drove the Crows back to the Crow
Agency. Th Crows said that they
were hunting, and denied any inten-
tion of joining the Utes.
Cheyenne Baud Found.
Still another squad of the Tenth
Cavalry fell in with a band of Chey-
enne Indians who, on representation
that they were hunting ,were allowed
U' go in peace.
Settlers charge that Indian guides
employed by the Federal troops arc
acting treacherously and leading the
troops on false trails to keep the
soldiers from overtaking the Utes
The settlers mention among the
guklee Woman's Dress. American
Horse and White Cow Bull.
Some troops of the Tenth Cavalry
retoiched all Tuesday -eight to capture
a small band of Utes reported to be
encamped on Bitter Creek, but found
nr Indians at the designated place.
Trainmen arriving tonight report
that too Sioux Idians are wandering
fifty miles northwest of Sheridan.
The Utes it is said, make forced
marches northward by night. hiding
from the soldiers by day in the brok-
en country through which they see
traveling
HARTJE COACHMAN GUILTY
Verdict in Hooe Case Taken Is
Vindication of Millionaire's Wife.
Pittsburg. Pa., Oct. 31—Clifford
Hoot, the negro, formerly coachman
for Augustus Hartje. was convicted
of perjury today in connection with
a deposition against Mrs_ Mary Scott
Has* and which formed the basis of
the recent sensational Hartje divorce
trial. The case was submitted to the
jury at 12:30. Only one ballot was
taken and when court convened at t
o'clock the verdict was announced.
This verdict was taken as a vindica-
tion of Mrs. Ilartje from charges
made at the trial.
The closing features of the case
were sensational and exciting in the
extreme.
The attorneys during the arguments
attacked one another indiscriminately
with accusations and during the ad-
dress of Assistant District Attorney
Robb the negro defendant jumped
from his seat and shouted that the
attorney lied.
Attorney J. Scott Ferguson ad-
dressed the jury for the defense.
making an impassioned appeal for the
negro and criticising Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney Robb.
Mr. Robb in closing the case for
the state scored not only the defend-
r.nt hut also his counsel, being inter-
rupted time and again. on one occa-
sion MT. Ferguson giving notice that
he would apply for a new trial be-
cause of Mr. Robb's remarks.
Judge R. S. Frazer's charge to the
jury was an importlal review of the
law evidence, and thus ended a trial
which for scandal has seldom if ever
been equaled in Pittshiirg
GET BONES 25,000 YEARS OLD
Tooth of Elephant That Lived i2.000
Yeari Back Also Unearthed.
El Pasco, Tex., Oct. 31.—Walter E.
Koch, a fellow of the Geological So-
ciety of London and G. B. Richardson
of the United States geological survey
in excavations here have unearthed
jawbones of two ,tapirs, supposed to
have existed here 25,000 years ago,
and an elephant's tooth from an ani-
mal which probably lived about 12,0 0
years ago. The discovery of the
bones proves, the geologists say, that
thip great desert region was once a
jungle. Tapirs live on roots along
river banks and elephants would not
have been here upleee it ha& been
anarchy
SOUTH BOUND
Leave Cancinuati 
Leave Loiusvdlo 
Leave Owensboro 
No. tot
11:20 a.m.
12= p.m.
No. to3
,6:oo p.m.
9:4o p.m.
6:30 p.m.
No. ass
 - • ..
yiga ass.
g:oo aza.
Leave Horde Branch 2:38 p.m ia8 ILUL 11:05 &AIL
12:30Leave Central City 3:3ra p.m. -:03 a.m.
Leave Nortotwille 4:08 p.m. 1:40 am. 1:28
1.1.WIC Evansville 11:30 p.m. 4 40 p.m. 8:30 a.m.
a.rAlle Nashville 7:00 8.05 11.111.
Leave Hopkinsvine 9:45 PAL 11 :20 MS.
Lear! Pr 4:55 p.m. 2:27 a.m. 135 p.m.
Arrive Paducah 6:tc pm. 3:4o am. 4:15 p.m.
Leave Padueau 6:15 p.m. 3:45 a.m. 4..30 p.m.
Arrive Felton 7:20 p.m. 4:50 a.m. 6:oo
Arrive Giros, Tenn. 8:o6 p.m. 5:51 a.m.
A •-rive Rives 8:13 p.m. 6:oi a.m.
Arrive Jackson 7 : 5 &IL 
 
Ilanye Memphis •1:10 p.m. 8:30 a.m.
Arrive New Orleans 10.35 a.m. 13:i5 p.m.  
—
NORTH BOUND No tea No. tog No. vas
Leave New Orleans 7oo p.m. 9:15 a.m
Leave Mcmplais 
Leave Jacksou, Tense 
0:45 a.m.
807 am.
8:50 p.m,
10:10 p.m.
Leave Rives 11:58 p.m.  
Leave Fulton 10:15 a.m. 13:35 a.m. 6:oo &AL
Arrive Paducah 11:20 11.01. I :43 &M. 740 &XL
least Paducah 1125 a.m. 1:48 a.m. 7:50 a.m.
Arrive PT *met°. ear39 p.m. 3:03 a.m. 9'aa9 $4111.
Arose Hopkilie, ae 6:15 p.m. 5:20 a.m.
Arrive Nashville 0:25 p.m. Boo LIU.
3:45 Pan- 946 a.m.. Arrive Evansville 
ArriveNortonville   1:21) p.m. 3;51 a.m. mr.33 SAL
Arrive Central C*7 Ism p.m. 4:30 am. II 40 am.
Arrive Horse Bramek 3.46 pm 5:4 a.m. 111:3g pa.
Arrive Owensboro *4:55 P.m. Lou am. 4:15 PAL
4:55 PAILMelee Louisville, 
Arrive Cinainmad 
1:35 pm.
9:15 p.m.
7:50 a-04.
taco DOGS 
IT, LOUIS DIVISION
NORTH BOUND No. 3o6
Leave Paducah 
 
12 40 p.m.
Arrive Carbondale 
 128 P-m.
Arrive Chicago 
 
6:3o ant
Arrive St. Louis 
 843 p.m.
NO. 374
42, P.m - 
8:40 PAL
6:3o a.m.
7:2o 1.-01
SOUTH BOIND No. 303
Leave St Lams 
 
 745 li-m
Leave Clikiag• 
 
2:30 IL=
Leave Cahandale 
 
11:4o am
Arnim Paducah 
 3:35 P.m
No. jys
940 011a•
6:an p.m.
7:05 &ID
11 00 am.
 •
C.AIRO-NASHVILLE LINE.
NOR,' BOUND lot-Elot 135-835
Leave Naelivele 
 
8:ta am
Leave Hopitimavilis  11 :20 1.111 6:40 cm
Leave Princeton 
 
2:35 p.m 7:45 ana.
Arrive Padoesh 
 4'15 pm.9:25 am
Leave Paducah 
 
6:t5 p.m. 9:30 a.m
Arrive Cairo 
 745 p.m 11:to am.
terr've St. Louis 
 7. am. 430 P.m.
Arrive Chicrigo 
 
630 am 9r3o P.m.
SOUTH BOUND 12,122 336-836
Leave Chicago 
 
6110 p.m. 940 a.m.
Leave St.Leenis 
 
0410 P.m i:so p.m
Leave Cairo 
 
6:oe a.m 5:5S P.m.
Arrive Parlecall 
 7:45 Loa 740 am.
Leave Paducah 
 
7:5e am 3:so p.m.
Arrive Princeton 
 
9:49 a.m. 4:45 p.m.
Arrive Hopisiesvill• 
 
• • • ...... 6:te p.m.
Arrive Nashville 9215 "Am
•
• • • • • • • • •
•
Trains marked (*) run daily meta Sunday. All other trains roc
daily. Trains 103 and 104 carry tbrotigh sleepers between Cantinas&
Louis-
ville, Memphis and New (means. Trains Sot and 822 sleepers betvreee
Memphis and New Orleans; trains let and ina sleepers between ma
Paducah and St. Loins. Trait, 7 1 colmecta at East Cairo with Clueage
belt. ressinion Depot, Pailecah. Ky.
stream-R..1c For in:tb:grit.infortnaTiebettlAism 
T
on.
N, agent, City IJ. T. DONOVA chet Office, Paducah, Ky.
1 •
F. W. HARLOW, D. P. A., Li/141411c KY.
JOHN A. SCOTT, A. G. P. A., Memphis. rem
S. G. HATCH, G. P. A., Chicago. ilk.
W. H BRILL- D. P A-. St 1411111. IS°
EDGAR W. 'WHITTEMORE:
REAL &TATE AGENCY
PAM/Cm REA t EV; 17=TERN KENTUCKY FARB! ;. E.A.01
SIOSITHLY PAYMENT LOTS rom INVESTMENT.' was lisiu
smicivart REAL ESTATE JOUR/LAI AND PRICE an'
FREE TO EVERYBODY. SEND FOR T.
Y.DG R W. WIUTTEMOILE- aftellatariv. Mia
Paducah
GENERAL
Transfer Company
MOT portend.)
CARTAGE BUSINESS.
•••••••• •-
SUPZRIOR FACILITIES FOR HANDLING FIGHT, MACHIN-
ERY AND HOIRIZHQLD GOODS.
•OFFICE SECOND AND 110I* ROE. BOTH PHONES.
 
 -
P. D. FIT ZPATRICK. SUPT
0. D. Schmidt,
Architect and Saperhsteacteat
4ot Fraternity IlailMegt
Old Phone 49P Red; New Phase,
2ADIJCAH, ggHTTXXY
A. S. DABNEY
—DENTIST—
Truehart Bulking.
TSIL 70-
•op
1•••••'
LANGSTAFF-ORM MANUFACTURING OMPANY
Flooring, Ceiling,
Siding
Finish
Lath
GUM, BEECH
f i• Phones 26'
Ilmearperated.
L y,.... u
Pine 
Gum M Ash B Maple E 04k
Poplar Beech Walnut an 
R Sash, Doors,
Interior
Blinds,
Finish
ANL OAR FLO° !LNG, END MATCHED BORED, KILN DRIED, HOLLOW BACKED AND:POLISHED. TWIN MILD— OUR 010 MAKE
We Are Making Very Lew Prices on House Bills. 438 South Second
elkiDERS DOLLAR SAFETY RAZ (7,1< rliE NEWEST THING IN
SAFETIES TR YONE 30 DAYS- *10NEY BACK IF NOT SAT' 
/MED
MTHERSONS DRUG STORE
EICLUSWE AGENTS
RIVER NEWS
(alto, Ia.& o3, fall.
Chattanooga 4.5. 0.2, fall.
Cincinnati, 11.7, 0.7. fall.
Evansville 10.4, 0.5 rise.
Florence, 3.0. 0.4. fall.
lohnsonville. o..t. fall
Louisville, S.'. 0.4. fall
Mt. Carmel, 1.2, 0.0, stand
Nashville, as. o.t. fall
Pittsburg, 7.6. 0.:t. rise.
Davis Island Darn, (.e:, at, rise.
Si. Louis 0.3, rise
aft Vernon 99. o.6. fall.
Paditcah. 97. o.6, fall.
Capta:n Mark Cole yesterday was
made commandel of tte Dick Fowler,
to take the plaze znatle vacant by
eransftr of Captain E. W. Bewly to
comm:indership of the John S. Hop-
-kin' e%hich resume- business tomor-
sow
The Henry Harley comes in today
efeorn L.vansville and gets out immedi-
ately on her return that way.
This morning at 8 o'clock the
steans‘r Dick Fowler gets out. for
Cairo and comes back tonight about
The Joe Fowler went to Evansville
yesterday and comes back again to-
MOTTO v
The Buttorff gets to Nashville to-
night late, leaves there tomorrow and,
returning here Sunday, lays until Mon.
day before skipping out for Clarks-
DELICIOUS PRESIDENT
FISH ' • SUPPER CENTRAL LIBOR
COLONEL JOHN HOLMES PRESIDENT LANGSTON 12.‘•
SERVED THEM ALWAYS SIGNED IN DEPARTING
TO HIS FRIENDS. FROM CITY.
Miss Dora Hummel and Mr. Will Mt. E. B. Sandera Named Financial
Rottergering Marry November 6th Secretary to Succeed Mr. W. E.
Charity Club Meets Tomorrow Gipson, Resigned.
. Colonel John Holmes, the genial
chief engineer of the wate; company,
FOURTH and BROADWAY last evening entertained a number ofhis friends with a delicious "fish sup-
per" at his home on First and Wash-
* .;. .. .:. .:. .:. .... .:. * * * .:. .... .:. ington streets. The colonel is some-
+ what of an amateur chef, and tendcrel4.
* PERSONAL MENTION. + his friends with a handsome simper
• 
* prepared all by himself The deli-
s.* + + + a. * + + + + + sa + 4. 4. cacies were many and very toothsome.
Mr. Ben Brantley has gone to St consisting mainly of fine fish cooked
in many styles by his compressed hotLouis to reside.
Mi James L ngstaff has reearned air co;4..•, which is a new wrinkle in Mr. Charles Horton. the delegate
Popular Bluff, Mo. 
its line.
Wedding Announced.
front the North.i
Dora C Hummel and Mr. Wm. H 
from the Retail Clerk's union, was
meat
cane,. created by Moseley's advance-
elected sicc president to fill the aa-Mr. Win. Wright has 
returned from
Rev. C. E Perryman has returned Announcement is made that Miss.
from Union county. During the meetng a new financial
Mrs Edward :lerrington goes to Rottgering will be married at b secretary was chosen. Mr. E. B.
Chicago today to visit.
.Attssrney Campbell Flournoy is in
Nashville on business
Mr. Win Rabb, wife and son have
gone to Chicago to sisit
Mr. J. Hughes returned yesterday
front a trip to Nashville.
Miss Rowan Britton i% visiting her
grandmother in Mayfield.
Mrs. Eugene. Tarry of Dexter. Ky.,
is visiting Mrs C F. Akers.
Mr. H. H. Loving yesterday. went
to Mariou, , on business.
Miss Marianna Mayes of Stanfield,
Texas, is visiting in the city.
Miss Myrtle Decker went to lck-
son, Tenn., ye sterday to visit
Attorney Caries J. Bronston of
O'clock, vem rInc
man Lutheran church o; South Fourth
street. The young lady is a daughter
of Mr Fred Hummel, insurance agent
of this city, while the groom is the
son of Mn.Wm Rottsrering. of Row-
landtown.
Charity Oak
At to o'clock tomorrow mosning
the Charity club will meet with Mrs
Emma Reed Noble of West Brad-
way, and it is desired :hat the chair-
man of the committees be present, an
order ts wind up la s• year's business .1
and outline that for the coming win .1
ter. .1
NEGRO SUIT OVER
Several changes wsle made in the
officers of thc Central Labor Union
during its meeting last evening at
emir headquarters on North Fourth
sI reet.
The changes were effected by the
cisparture from this clty of President
L. M. Langston, who has gone to
Cairo to work at his trade as ea:
penter. On leaving be resigned the
presidency of the organization and the
members elected Vice President
Niuseley to succeed Mr. Langston.
Sanders, who succeeds Mr. W E. Gip
son The latter was linable to attend
the meetings regularly and had to
g•ve up the office.
The central body has about dropped
the controversy over the Goddess of
Labor selected Labor Day and roth
ing more will probably come of the
agitation, which was aroused by some
enemies of the victorious young lady
aspirant.
Site° FOUtkiD UNDER
DEAD BACHELOR'S BEI)
S Will Be D vided
WORK
Al POOR FARM
I POPULAR WANTS.
CONTRACTOR GEORGE WE1-:"n'
KEL STARTS HIS MEN OUT
THERE SOON.
, .1. • • • * * •;•
WANTED—To purchase bird deg
between seven and eighteen months
lold trained or otherwise. A J. Ho-
122 Kentucky ave.
4.
-4
FOR RENT—Two furnished rooms
for light housekeeping, for $12 p,
nienith. Apply 1446 Broadway
----a
—The Bad Plait in the Basement of the FOR RENT—One apartment . it
Kit0Wiliailding Will Be "Sans Souc!" apartments, 3o8 North
Repaired. grn St. Steam Heatel. W. E. Cochrus
- ---
• LOST—Large pocketbook with SQ.
toutractor George Weikel will send
a number of brickmasons out to the
new wants, poor farm within a few
days, ter alert brick work in some of
the other bbildings being erected .for
the farm. When things are ready tor
him to do this, he will also have his
men replace the sagged wall in the
basement of the kitchen,part of the
building He does not *ant to send
the men out to do the repair work
(a.ulotne,thlivso .is waiting until some of thel
regular work demands their attention
The wall of the kitchen basement
stagged as a result of excavatteg so
much that the foundations did not !II;
the hole. therefore trenches were lett
between the outside of the brick base
ment wall and the side of the excava-
tion Rainfalls softened the dirt,
which lost its solidity thereby and
could not act as a support strong
enough to prevent the wall from bulg-
ing out Thc place to be repaired is
only about twenty feet long and it can
be fixed in a day or two It was the
fault of the county workmen who did
the excavating, and not Contractor
Weikel', men.
Toner's horser.tdish defies the pure
id inspector There's nothing in it
hut horseradish root For sale at the
grocer,
 
ar-
rived 
Vibrator3r Xhere 
ye.terday to looSIIII -
Mrs. Frank L. Well has returned school case. in which the negroes
St. Louis. Nov. —The Alton I Cs 
nth•ana. Nov —In looking ?'
over the effects of Robert Clifford, an
assage for
radic, Electricit3r and
claim discrimination between whites .old. 
bachelor who lived near Breck-
from visiting iu Birmingham, Ala.
state o 7,coo
Among Twenty NSeces and
Nephews.
Lexington wi.; here yesterday. SCHOOL UP AGAIN I Static, Galvanic, Pa
Mr. Samuel Abell of Smithland
Mrs. William V. Green has returned
from visiting in Union City, Tenn.
/rifle. 
Mrs. Alpurger of California is 
iting Mrs. I Nauheim of Jefferson
The steamer -Kentucky casn' but street.
the Tennessee river last night. She Mrs. Jennie Ridgeway of Mayfield
stays here until tomorrow aft -noon . .. •is visiting her daughter. Mrs Robert
a: 5 o'clock before getting out on her
ftttirli that
The City of Saltillo will get to St.
tnnorrow and leave there Mon-
day or. her return thi• way for the
Tennessee river.
The Georgia Lee passes up today
/sound for Cincinnati from Memphis.
- -Thh Illinois Central officials on
the annual inspection train, disbanded
at Louisville, and will resume their
trip again shortly. •
Martin.
Miss Rebeca—Min has returned
from visiting Mrs. Henry Burnett of
Louisville.
Col Victor Van Male"Ireteirned
yesterday from a drumming trip to
Tesinesser.
Miss Eurra Brannon of Murray is
visiting Miss Bertha Thompson of
West Broadway.
Mr. Isaac V. Hale has returneu
from College at Hopkinsville ac-
count of illness.
M. and Mr- Wm Christian and
—The well at the new poor farm. I sons of Bandana are visiting Mr. and
aria feet deep, has been rendered use-1 Mrs. 3. A. Konetzka.
less fos the time being, heavy 'de- Mr. A. E. L;•vely, the Pannon brick
posit- ,and sucking tip into the Titan of Louisville. is here en route
borne from New Orleans.
Mesdames Robert Williamson and
SINIMPIMPININIMEMINNIONINIMINNNINI4 Wm. Carroll of Memphis are visiting
Mrs. George Flournoy o:: krcadia.
Mr. Lawrero c Clampitte has ye-
turned from attending the bedside of
his sick sister in Chattanooga, Tenn.
HOUSEHOLD
MEDICINES.
The • following is a list
t; -int* safe remedies, very
often needed to overcome
tin htle ills that occur in
eve,.:3. household.
Spirits of Camphor for
cold in the head.
Tincture of Arnica for
sprains and bruises.
Water of Amonia, for
sting and bit of insects.
Aromatic Spirits of Amó.
ia, as a stimulant in sic
headache and fainting.
Bicarbonate of Soda, as a
dressing for burns
Essence of Ginger, for
colic.
Essence of Peppermint
for -t,_nnacli vomit-
in6.
Carbolated Vaseline, is the
best healing salve.
R. W. W ILICER CO.,
DRUGGISTS. '
Fifth and Eroadway.
Both Phones 175.
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Cobh of Evar.aville will arrtve.next
eck to visit their aunt. hfiat Zulu
C bob .
Capt J. Reatty, the itie man ct
Nashville, Tern., left last night for
Chicago, after spending several lays
here on busimas.
Mrs S. C. Flech and daughters.
'Katherine and iichn. left yesterday
for Jacksonville. Fla.. to join Mr.
Felch and take up their home.
Hon. Lake Corbett and wife of
Wickliffe, retarned home last even-
ing, after having come here to at-
tend the Con l ett-Thompson wedding.
Mr. J. W Helsley has returned
from McnipiCi,. Tenn.. where he has
been several ',reeks on_ business for
the. John G Rehkopf ilnegy. corn-
pan,. •
'Mr. :Joseph Randall, the Illinois
Central engi. cer. and wife are so-
journing at l'ot Springs, rk.,. on :se-
triunt of the latter's health, which
seems considerably improved.
•••=1MIIM11...
and blacks in the Alton public
schools, will go to trial again, having
been set for hearing on November &
It is probable that witnesses will be
dispensed with, as was done the last
time the case was tried. The evi-
dence obtained several years ago
will be read to the jury.
The plaintiffs are demanding that
the witnesses be summoned this time.
and the ruling of the court is awaited
with much interest. The case has cost
both sides much money and has sev-
eral times been remanded back by the
supreme court for retrial.
The inaindparty to the suit, who
was at the time of filing a student in
the schools, is no longer a resident of
Alton. He is out in the World some-
where, earning a living.
Horseradish is the best appetizer.
Put up by jap Toner. A home pro-
dtict For sale by all grocers •
TAKE BODY HOME.
Remains of Mr. E. W. Wilcox Will
Be Taken to Aurora. IIL, Today.
This morning the remains of the
late Mr. E W Wilcox will be shipped
to his home in Aurora, Ill., for burial
They will be accompanied by Mr.
Misses Elizabeth and Margeret Harry Evans of the independent
Telephone company Mr. Wilcox is
the telephone electrical expert who
died yesterday mot-nine at Riverside
hospital of dysentery.
inridge for eighty-four years relatives
found hidden in an old trunk under
his bed, Si 6oca—$1400 in paper cur-
rency and Saw in gold This with his
fatm which he bad recently sold,
represented the earnings of a life-
time. Mr. Clifford died two weeks
ago and very little was known About
his afairs by his relatives, as hc very
seldom left his place and talked to
very few people. His estate is valued
at $7,000. wbch %ill be divided be-
tween twenty nephews and nieces
From Berlin comes an announce
inert that the baby Princess Monica
Pia, daughter born to Crown Princ-
ess Louise of Saxony, daughter of
the Pelgian King Leopold, after her
elopement with the youthful Prof.
Andre Giron, is to be reared in the
strictest seclusion and at maturity
compelled to take the veil in a relig-
ious order
Parties desiring the best table ser-
vice at parties, dinners or any social
features call Dick Logan, old ohne
23st
Violet, Ultra-Violet,
and X-Ray treatment
used in Cancer and
Skin Diseases. -Jr. J.
W. Pendley, 311 B'w'y.
Female and Nervous
Diseases, Dr. J. W.
Pendley, 311 B'vey.
Advertise in the Register and Get
Result.; a
in bills, and $5 worth of checks pay
able to Contractor George Ingram,
who lost it Finder retest' to 1;eals-
ter anti get reward.
I have opened a first class rest's,r
ant at 228 Kentucky avenue, mat
door to Third street, and win be
pleased to have you call. Best service
promptly rendered LES PURDY
Expert Accountant
Will post, examine, ss sLtiflatize and
audit books by the day, week, or the
job. Terms Reasonable. •
JOHN D SMITH. Jr. till Praises
ty building
WANTED FOR U. 5 ARMY—
Able-bodied unmarried men betweer
eggs of al and is; citizens of United
States, of good character an tempt
rate habits, who can speak, read and
write Mulish. For information ap
ply to Recruiting Officer, New Riots
ond House, Padstealt, Ky.
WARNING.
COAL WILL ADVANCE TWO
CENTS A .BUSHEL NOVEMBER
:ST. DON'T TAKE CHANCES OE
DEALERS WHO ARA COM-
PLAINING OF THZIK WM;
INABILITY TO SHIP THEE
COAL PLACE YOUR ORDER
WITH BRADLEY BlcOS AND
REST EASY KNOWING YOUR
ORDER WILL BE MLLE.
PROMPTLY WITH, THE =Sr
COAL BROUGHT TO T742 MAR-
KET. WE HAVE A LARGE SUP-
PLY IN OUR SHEDS IN RE-
SERVE AND OUR MINI'S AIR
SHIPPING US DAILY.
LUMP tsc. ZOO tie. NUT see
PER BUSHEL.
PHONE, 339 BRADLEY BROS.
4
Largest, Best and Biggest Selling
Copyright Novels of the Day
talented authee.
The most powerful novel of this book io the united states today.
Resanov. by Gertrude Athertoe Barr.. This is the balmiest setting
House of Defence, Beason. This The Lady Evelyn, by Max P.m
ut Benson's latest and greatest berton. Here is a problem. Every
work, girl hopes to have one like it to
Doc Gordon. by Mary E. WI]- solve.
lcins--Freeman. Far and away the A Rock in the Baltic, by
the best book written by this Robert Barr. A rattling good
popular author. story of love, romance and ad-
The Man Between, by Amelia venture.
Those are beautiful books, illustrated in color, regular $:.)o
t bindings and our special price is only soc. Sold only by Us at
' this price. We receive all the new books as soon as they are
published and we cut prices on all books.
41
D. [Wilson at Harbour's Depdrtment Store
If a ma a don't amount to anythin,
1, nf his ancestors.
Dont Wait
COAL
BUY BEFORE COAL ADVANCES
GenuinelTradewaterTOO LONG Real Pittsburg
GET OUR PRICES BEFOR.E YOU BUY
West Kentucky Coal Co.
IN RPORATID.
Office and ElevatorTir& 3Iio Both Phones:
--254
44
